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Utah Fuel Company Got Their Fifteen
Surrenders New
Days Before Dr.
POSTMSIEBJK

- -

TROUBLE

GONRSMATOflV

Postoffice Inspector H. C. Haynes
of Denver brought with him from
Ranchos de Taos last evening Postmaster Adolfp Espinosa. Irregularities
in the way he conducted his business
have been noticed since last November and when the postoffice inspector
reached Ranchos de Taos yesterday,
Espinosa told him that burglars had
entered the postoffice the night before and had stolen $5,000. Espinosa
was given a preliminary hearing before U. S. Commissioner Ira Grim-shaand was held for the U. S.
grand jury. He was lodged in the
county jail. Hanna and Wilson have
been retained by him as attorneys.
In the U. S. district court today the
charges of perjury and conspiracy to
defraud the United States of coal
lands in San Juan county, brought
against the Utah Fuel Company, Joseph E. Dale, Robert Forrester, Henry
H. Smith and others were dismissed
on motion of U. S. District Attorney
David J. Leahy for. the government,
and by stipulation judgment was en
tered by which the defendants surrender their patents and title to coal
lands in San Juan county which were
involved.
In the matter of the petition of the
U. S. Bank and Trust Company et al.
1o adjudge the Tabor Vogt Company
of Glorieta a bankrupt, Judge McFie
today handed down an opinion in
which it is held that the plaintiffs are
estopped from becoming petitioners
in bankruptcy and that they held no
valid preferred claim.
The following court officers were
sworn in this forenoon: Juan Ortega,
crier for U. S. court; Tomas Quin-tan- a
and Teofllo Martinez bailiffs for
the U. S. court; Mrs. G. F. McNitt,
stenographer for the U. S. and territorial grand juries; Isidor Montoya,
Pedro Valdes, Jose P. Salazar and Felix Ortega, bailiffs for the territorial

grand jury.
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The announcement that Peary has
discovered the pole rivets the attention of the civilized world. Whatever question of priority may exist between the claims of Peary and Cook,
there can be no doubt that to the
United States belongs the unquestionable credit and lasting renown of discovering the pole. The coincidence
of two Americans anouncing such a
colossal achievement coining within
five days, after centuries of fretless
endeavor, is one tf the most remarkably in history. The question of priority of reaching the pole now absorbs
attention. That Peary will claim to
be the first discovered appears to be
practically assured from the following:
Formal announcement has been
telegraphed from Indian Harbor, Labrador, to all the principal American
and foreign geographical societies o
all nations including Brazil and Ja"The
pan specifically announcing:
north pole discovered in April, prob-ablby the Peary Arctic Club ex
of Compedition under command

ALARMING REPORTS
ABOUT HARRIMAN
Arden, N. Y., Sept. 7. Alarming re
ports regarding the condition of Harri
man have been revived following his
Telapse of Sunday night. It is believ
ed that the attack was a temporary
sickness caused by a sudden change of
temperature and indiscretion in diet
in which the sick man, in a weakened
condition, was unable to throw off.
Dr. Lyle, Harriman's private phy
sician calls the attack "acute indiges
tion." Last night he said his patient
was better.,
It was said today that although the
progress of Harriman's latest attack
has been arrested, his temperature remained high and he was exceedingly
weak. The foest information is that
he is in bed and although confimation
of the report has not yet been obtained from the house, little doubt exists
here that there are bther physicians
attending him besides Dr. Lyle. Talk
of a operation has foeen revived.

'

YACHT JOYETTE

TEMPORARY

Sept. 7 The schooner
yacht, Joyette, won the Taft cup, the
principal prize of the German-Amecan series of races off Marblehead to
day. The Joyette defeated the Boston
tooat Ellen by a scant margin
ri

CLERKS

-

Si'pt. 7. The list of
in which the special
lest, examinations will be made Oeto-be- r
next, for providing the tem- porary force of about three thousand
clerks for the census bunieu, for the
purpose of tabulating the returns from
the thirteenth
decennial
United
States census, next April I.'j, 1!M0,
has been prepared, and a circul'tr announcing it will shortly be issued
jointly by the department of commerce and labor and the United
States civil service commission.
It is pointed out that an applicant
must be examined in the state in
which he resides and must have been
actually domiciled there at least one
year before the examination. In New
Mexico examinations will be held at
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Roswell.
In Arizona at Douglas, Phoenix, Pres-co- tt
and Tucson. In Colorado at
Denver, Durango, Fort Collins. Crand
Junction, Leatlville, Pueblo and Trin
idad. In Texas at Ainarillo. Austin,
Brownsville, Dallas. El Paso, Hous
ton, San Antonio and Waco.
Approximately three thousand tem
in
porary clerks will be appointed
the census bureau for the thirteenth
decennial United States census, and
the date of the first examination will
be October 2:;, next, throughout the
United States, at various cities; according to a circular announcement,
relative to the examinations and ap
pointments, which will be issued
"
jointly by . the department, of commerce and labor and the United States
civil service commission.
Blank application forms and the
circular of instructions may be obtained after September 10th, by addressing the civil service commission, Washington, D. C, the Bureau
of Census, Washington, D. C, or the
Secretary of the Board of Examiners
at the following named places: Post-officBoston, Mass., Philadelphia,
Ohio,
Pa., Atlanta, Ga., Cincinnati,
Chicago, 111., St. Paul, Minn., Denver,
Colo., San Framisco, Cal., Custom
House, New York, New Orleans, La.,
Old Custom House, St. Louis, Mo.
Very few appointments from the
October examination will be made before January 1, next, and not many
will be made until April, 1910. The
maximum force will be drawn August-nexyear.
These three thousand appointee?
will be given salaries of $600 per annum at the beginning, but promotions
to $000 per annum, at least, will be
reasonably rapid for those who render
satisfactory service. All appointments
will be on probation, subject to termination at one month or any later
does not
period if the appointee
come up to the requirements. In every case the appointments will be
temporary and subject to termination
as the exigencies of the service may
All expire by operation of
require.
law on June 30, 1912. The average
tenure of office will probably be about
one year, but the general duration
will range from six months to two
years. Not one of these clerks will
be eligible for transfer into the classi
fied service.
The temporary positions with saiar
rie" of $1,200 and above, provided for
by the thirteenth census law, will be
filled for the most part by the transfer of persons already in the permanent census office, ft ' being expected
that the latter organisation will supply all other classes of clerks except
those mentioned below.
The work required of the three
thousand employes is, according to
the circular, to consists of four classes: The operation of card punching
and card tabulating machines; operation of typewriters, adding machines
maand combined typewriter-addinWashington,

cities and states
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STRIKES TDPEKA

Bluewater Valley Also Devastated by More Than Eight
Inches Fell Last
Cloudburst That Swept Away Dam
of Great Reservoir--Blac- k
Rock Project Damaged
at the Same Time.

v

Night

Colorado Springs Reports
The greatest flood disasters" in the against the retaining walls with such
that
it gave way, prac-- j Unprecedented Downpour
recent history of New Mexico occur- great pressure
tically willing out the Zuni Indian vil-- j
,
simultane-almost
and
red yesterday
on Saturday.
,age ,nhabited by , 0u people
ously threatened the historic pueblo f cording to the somewhat meager re- Zuni and the fertile Bluewater val-- j ports received in Gallup regarding; Topeka, Kans., Sept. 7. The heav- the dam disasters, there were iest rainfall in 12 hours ever record
ley, the former in McKinley county iJoih of
no lives lost, aunougn u win not ue eel occurred last night and this morn-knowand the latter in Valencia county.
definitely for several days ing, the total precipitation being a
Fortunately, as far as ascertained, whether any deaths were caused by fraction of more than 8 inches. Many
there was no loss of life but the de- the floods, as great excitement pre-- 1 streets are impassable,
street car
struction of property will probably vails both at Bluewater and Zuni. traffic is tied up and residents waded
reach a very lage sum. Both disas But for the fact that both villages to places of business through water
ters were caused by damage to the: nave leiepnone connection wun me varying three Inches to a loot inrecently constructed dams, the one dam sites, there would have been depth.
at Bluewater having been constructed tremendous loss of life. Cloudbursts,!
Pikes Peak Region Flooded,
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 7.
by private capital and the one near coupled with heavy rains, were re-- j
Zuni known as the Black Rock dam sponsible for the bursting of both All records of precipitation in the
by the U. S. government for the In- dams. At this time no accurate esti- -j the Pikes Peak region were broken
telegraphed the announcement that dians, having been started under the mate can be made of the damage by a storm on Saturday which reach-cause- d
he reached the pole, then it is true supervision of the late J. H. Harper
a precipitation of 2.02 inches the
by the catastrophes. The
and I congratulate him."
and comnleted under General H. P. struction of the dams alone, however, first 24 hours. It rained since then
Cook also states he does not want Robinson.
The latter was to have will amount to thousands upop thou- - intermittently until the precipitation
any controversy. No further word reclaimed about 8,000 acres for the sands of dollars."
amounted to 2.C0 inches.
direct from Peary has been received Zuni Indians while the Bluewater
First Reports Were Exaggerated,
Train Derailed by Washout
j
today nor can there be any further dam had under it a flourishing settle- Special to the New Mexican.
St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 7. The Bur-word from him until he reaches ment. Says a dispatch to the AlbuAlbuquerque, X. M., Sept. 7. The; legion st paul express south-bounChateau Bay, Labrador tonight.
querque Morning Journal from Gallup report of the disaster, at the Zuni dam! rau illlo a wasn0ut four miles south
is greatly exaggerated although there of nere early today
London, Eng., Sept. 7. The Reuter dated yesterday:
Seven coaches
"The Bluewater dam, one of the is yet some danger from water which we
Telegraph Company published a dis
derailed and five rolled into ra- patch from St. John's, N. F., in which largest and most costly dams in the has found a channel in the sand un- vine. One man was injured.
it is said that Commander Peary United States, located in the Zuni der the lava crust out of which the
claims that he was the first man to mountains ten miles west of Blue-wate- spillway is formed. The dam is only HEAVY DECLINE IN
reach the north Dole.
gave way shortly after nine slightly damaged at the south end,
STOCKS AND BONDS.
Proclaimed to All the World.
o'clock this morning, releasing mil- where it connects with the spillway.
New York, Sept. 7. The second lions of gallons of water which rush- The Indian school and government Harriman's Illness Creates Renewed
Disturbances on the New York
message from Commander Peary was ed down the canyon to the Bluewater buildings are in danger as the rock
received by Herbert L. Bridgman, valley, carrying away houses, destroy - dike is crumbling but Zuni village is
Exchange.
New York, Sept. 7. The reports of
secretary to the Peary Arctic Club, ing crops, drowning cattle and other not damaged and there is very little
a
damage to farms. There is no loss Harriman's relapse caused great un- early today. In the message Peary re- animals, and washing away ov or
Blue-watof life. A telegram from Engineer H. settlement in the opening of the
quests Bridgmaan to notify the Geo- mile of Santa Fe track between
and Toltec. Almost simultan F. Robinson indicates that the dan- stock market which
centered ill
graphical Societies throughout tha
world that the Peary Arctic Club ex- eously with the bursting to the Blue ger is over. The breaking of the stocks most closely connected with
on - Bluewater. dam appears to be more his name Tne sales were not notable
pedition reached the' north pole. The water dam, the Zuni at Blackrock,
m
guvciu- seuous as me vaney io nuuucu,
message is dated Indian Harbor, Lab iy recently compieieu oy
heavy, but the fall of prices was
oi
thousands
cost
farmers were torced to nee ana tne violent. The first quotation of Union
a
of
ment
many
at
rador.
dollars, became undermined, and the Santa Fe tracks are badly damaged, Pacific, 6,000 shares, was at 197 4
Fifteen Days Before Cook.
immense
volume of water which had Trains to the west are detoured here and 198
7.
;
D.
Washington,
compared with 202
C, Sept.
Through Herbert L. Bridgman, sec- been stored in the reservoir pressed to the Southern Pacific at El Paso.
Friday night. Southern Pacific ran
off 3 4 on sales of small amounts
retary of the Peary Arctic club, formal official notification of Command
and New York Central lost 3
In
WILL FIGHT SUGGESTIVE
ed Peary's achievement in reaching WOOL MARKET STILL
Reading liquidation was heavy at a
POST CARD. decline of 2
FAIRLY ACTIVE.
the north pole was made known to
In other active
the government today. Bridgman
stocks there were many declines run
sent a dispatch to secretary of the Prices on Territorial Product Are Be- All Night Drug Store and Cut Rate ning from 1 to 13-4- ; bonds were ir
Establishments Are to Get the
navy in which he says that Commandregular.
ing Maintained at Top Most
er Peary telegraphed from Indian
Kibosh Also.
Notch.
Heavy Tone at Chicago.
Harbor, Labrador, as follows: "The
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7. A heavy ton3
Louisvile, Ky., Sept. 7. The all
north pole reached on April 6 by the
Rnstnn TUsks Sent 7 While the night drug store, the cut rate store and prevailed owing mainly to hevy move- Peary Arctic Club expedition under large manufacturers have not been op- ' the suggestive post card wiil be done ment in the northwest and consequent
I
my command."
erating during the last week, the away with if the National Association lowering of cash premiums there. For
The Pole is His.
Close was
sufficient of Retail Druggists in convention here Decembed low point 93
have
taken
smaller
mills
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 7. The fol- quantity of wool to provide for a fair can effect it. The post card war is be- steady with December unchanged at
lowing telegram was received today: amount of
activity in the local mar- ing conducted by Mrs. Nellie Florence 94
"Indian Harbor, via Cape Ray, New
tone is fire. First class Lee of Chicago, president of the WoThe
ket.
Foundland, Sept. 7 to Henry G. Brywools are on a cleaned man's Auxiliary.
PLAYING FOR THE
Pole ours, staple territory
ant, Philadelphia, Pa.
80 cents, and washed de Laine
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP.
basis,
Thank you. (Signed) Peary."
40 cents in grease.
JAPAN
IS
PROFOUNDLY
clips
Wyoming
Geois
the
Bryant
president of
are moving satisfactorily, 26 to 29
IMPRESSED. Those Interested in the Game Margraphical Society of Philadelphia.
cents
in
grease.
veled at the Work of Charles
News.
Bartlett Confirms the
Evans, Jr.
Tokio, Sept. 7. The press here are
New York, Sept. 7. Captain Bartlett of the Roosevelt, telegraphed a ELECTED PRESIDENT
carrying a special dispatch from SeGolf
Club),
Chicago, (Wheaton
OF OREGON LINE. attle, concerning the, entertainment Sept. 7. Sixty-fou- r
friend in this city from Indian harsurvivors of a chines; manuscript tabulation and
of the Japanese commercial delega- field of 110 who entered the National other clerical work;
bor as follows: "It is accomplished.
work,
Stevens of Panama Canal Fame Has tion by the civic authorities and trade Amateur Golf tournament started on such as that of messengers, messen- Kind regards."
the Employ of the
bodies, in that city. The warm re- the last 18 holes of the 36 hole qualiwatchmen, and laborers. No
Anxiously Awaiting Further Tidings.
Hill Interests.
New York, Sept. 7. While Peary,
ception extended to the visitors is fying round today with the expecta- one will he annointed who Is nnwill- on board of the Roosevelt is on his
creating a profound impression here. tion of better scores. The work of 'ing to work at punching cards or
Seattle, Wash., Sept.. 7. John F.
Charles
way from Indian Harbor, Labrador,
Evans, Jr., the western tabulating cards; or to be compento Chateau bay on the Straits of Stevens, engineer, formerly In charge WOMEN RESCUED
champion who led the field yesterday sated on a piece price basils. The salre
BY FIRE ESCAPES. with 74 was still the main topic of aries of
Belle Island, the world awaits alixious-sl- y of Panama canal construction, and.
employes will bo '
'
the details of his successful' trip cently resigned from the New Yorl&
conversation about the first Te. at the rates customarily paid In the
San Francisco, Cay., Sejt. 7. Sev- Walter J. Travis did not come up to government service.
'
to the pole of which he gave infor- New. Haven and Hartford railroad, win
the service of Hill and . has eral women "were rescued by fire es- the expectations of his admirers. H.
mation in brief but stirring messages
to the permanent
Appointments
been elected president of the Oregon capes in a fire early at the hotel
Chandler Egan of Exmoor, who turn census force will be made as hereto- yesterday from Indian .Harbor.
Vn Pacific and Montgomery ed in 77 yesterday stands an excel- t fore by transfer from other govern- Chateau Bay , is the nearest point to Trunk Line, a Hill railroad to be built
!
from the Columbia river through cen- - streets. The building was badly dam- lent chance of winning the medal for
' tral Oregon and to San Francisco.
a low qualifying score.
'
(Continued on Page Eight..
aged.
(Continued on Page Eight)

mander Peary."

Second A London dispatch receiv
ed from St. Johns, New Foundland,
states that Commander Peary reports
that he is the first man to reach the
pole. Aside from a question of prior
ity, Peary's announcement reaching
the pole appears to be acceptfti
throughout the United States and
world at large, by scientists as well
as the general public and there is the
absence of doubt and skepticism
which greeted the Cook announce
ment. There is however, an apparent reserve of judgment on the ques
tion of priority between the two
Cook in an interview at
explorers.
Copenhagen today says he is: "First
to shout hurrah for Peary. If he has
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WINS TAFT CUP,

Ros-

Persons Addicted to Intoxicant or Leading Inmoral
Life Are Disqualified.

i

Venires were issued for nine additional talesmen for the U. S. petit
jury, two talesmen for U. S. grand
jury, and 12 for territorial grand jury.
This afternoon the petition of
Michael Koury of Cerrillos for citizen
ship papers was taken up, as was
also the matter of demurrers by de
fendants and first amended answer
In the case of U, S. vs. Mathias Ebert,
a civil case
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed this
forenoon in office of Territorial Sec
Nathan Jaffa by the Roswell
Automobile Company. The capital is
$10,000, divided Into 100 shares. The
incorporators and directors ars: J. W.
Stockard, Agnes Stockard and C. C.
Sharp.
Notaries Public Appointed,
Governor Curry today appointed the
Henry G.
following notaries public:
"Coors, Clovis, Curry county; M. G.
Taylor, Tucumcari, Quay county and
William S. Moore, Buchanan, Guadalupe county.

Al-

well, Las Vegas

,

TELEGRAMS

Ranchos de Taos Gaardian Geographical Societies
Over the World Are
of Mails Short in
Notified.
Funds.

'

Will Be Held at

Cook

Mexico Lands
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The Baq Store

IHE

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists
'
'
"
voile skirts
Shoes (American Lady)

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)

"

f you have pains in the bad:,
Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
and want a certain, pleasant herb relief from Women's ills, try Mother

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGIN

BROS. CQMPAIilV.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

i

OF

"

Woman.

j

SPECIALY

'

for

190?.

7,

1

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

"

Relief

Hre Is

ROUND UP.

THE TWO VERDICTS.
She was a woman worn and thin,
It is a
Gray's "AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.- "
Whom the world condemned for a safe, reliable regulator, and relieves
all Female Weaknesses," including insingle sin;
and ulcerations. Mother
in
the
out.
king's high-- flammation
They cast her
Australian-Lea- f
ia sold by Drugj Gray's
way
or
sent
mail
for 50 cts.
by
gists
to
as
went
And passed her by
they
sent FREE. Address, The
Samples
pray.
j
Mother Gray Co., Le Roy. N. Y.
He was a man and the mora to
Bozarth. It is their third venture on
blame
But the world spared him all breath of the sea of matrimony, having been
twice divorced in the court of Chaves
shame.
Beneath his feet he saw her lie.
county. The couple were married first
But he turned his head and iiurried December IS, 1905, by Elder C. C.
Hill. Within two years they had been
by
divorced and were ready to marry
They were the people who want to again and on their second anniversary
December IS, 1907, they were united
pray,
In God's holy temple on that Sabbath by Justice A. J. Welter. This morn
ing at nine o'clock they were
day;
by Elder George Fowler, who perThey scorn the woman and forgive the
formed the ceremony at his home on
man.
'Twas ever thus since the world began. Xorth Kentucky avenue. The couple
will go at once to Eden valley to
make their home. The bride is the
Time wore on and the woman died,
Both she
On the cross of shame she was cruci- daughter of H. B. Bozarth.
fied ; ;
and the groom come from well known
are in the ranching busThe world was stern and would not families
iness in the north end of the county."
yield,
So they buried her In the Potter's Roswell Daily Record.
field.

WITH

"

DAILY

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

Shoes (Hanan)
'
(Plorsheim)

" (American'Gentleman)
Hats (John B, Stetson)
Shirts (The Elgin)
Fancj Vests

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

The man died, too, but they buried GLEANINGS BY A
him
PERIPATETIC PEN
In a casket of cloth with a silver rim;
it And said as they turned from his
First Cook, now Peary. Who's next?
grave away:
up.
Speak
to-"We buried a grand, good fellow
j
Cook says he got their first. Peary
day."
has also laid claim to the honor but
Two mortals stood at Heaven's gate, then Peary's first name is Rob.
Carrie Nation and her hatchet
Each soul anxious to learn his fate
One with a passport of earthly sign, might cut some ice up around Uncle
The other with pardon of love divine. Sam's new domain. Nationalizing the
place wouldn't be so bad.
Too bad Peary and Cook did not
Now you who judge 'twixt virtue and
meet at the pole and enjoy a polar
vice,
Which do you think entered Paradise? hand shake.
Not him who the world had freed
Good morning.
Have you visited
from sin,
the pole?
But the woman alone was carried in.
One hundred and seventeen below
zero. Santa Fe climate has got that
New Indian Agency The new In- - skinned to death.
'
dian agency for the Xavajos
has
"Discovered the pole, by gum," exbeen established SO miles south of claimed a farmer. And by the way
of it was by gum, that is Cook used gum
Farmington and 25 miles north
Thoreau, at a point called Satan's drops to secure the services of the
Pass.
Eskimos.
j
And now they are already naming
Daughter of County Clerk Weds
Miss Carrie Eblen, daughter of Pro-- ! a hat for women after Cook. Wonder
bate Clerk and Mrs. L. G. Eblen of if it's an insinuation that Cook has
San Juan county, was married at the swelled head?
H. R. H.
Farmington to Eugene White of the
Citizens' Bank of Aztec. Rev. James
A. Lewis tying the knot.
Monument Over Kit Carson's Grave
"The Masonic grand lodge of New 708 W. 6th St. S. W. Cor. 6!h. & Hope Sts.
Mexico, is to appropriate a sum of
money sufficient to erect a suitable
'
TWO BLOCKS FROM
monument over the grave of Kit Carl'OSTOJICK
son in Taos. We are glad to rate that
For
rnnvftnlpncp n.nrl
this great body has become interested
confort dont fail tostoD
at our Hotel while in
most actively in the question of the
Los Anfteles.
Larpe
removal of Kit Carson's body and that
outside elegantly fur
nish etl rooms. Hot &
individually and as a body they will
oolrl
run n in? water
lelcvntor service. Ka
fight against any movement looking
tes
Jo.OO per week.
towards any change. Strong evidence,
with private bath
in the nature of affidavits, proving
Washington Street car
direct to door, -that Kit Carson requested to be buried
"59
here will be submitted and will form
the basis of action against the re-- i
moval. Now, it is the duty of Taos to D. M.
&
see that the grave of this distinguish-- i
ed and beloved citizen is carefully and
Builders and Contractors
properly cared for." Taos
Valley
PLANS & ESTIMATES
News.
on short notice
Furnished
Divorced Twice, Married Thrice
a SPECIALTY
WORK
CEMENT
"Marriage license was issued early
this morning to Harry J. Stewart,
aged 32, of Eden valley, and Gussie
Stewart, aged 19, of Salt Creek. A
look through the books of the county
recorder will show that such a license
&
was issued just two years ago and
Mo
that four years ago a license was isHo Red
Telephone
sued to Harry J. Stewart and Gussie

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES
FROM

$4.00 $6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL SH.YE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no

more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
P O Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURYJ

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

,

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS. 5
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. Tme one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

Win. FARAH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Phone

10

store In Santa Fe.

TRY OUR

i

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

$3.30
1.65

Bobolink

$3.20

50"

1.60

PiVVCU1VC

register tickets

-

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

with all cash purchases.

Ladies

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

&

The Goldberg
203

PHONE

ftinter Grocery Co.
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

HOOVER

Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED

SON

j

BY

THE

CREAM

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Courses

comesrcanltVfT!rary
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

FRESH EGGS

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-ii- g
(
a constitutional diseasefi requires

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
ii

Qoods.

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

MILK

SKnifv

j

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca-- ,
tarrh Cure is taken, internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
to anticipate
and giving the patient strength by Now is the time
building up the constitution and as- your heat wmts.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

BROTHER HERMES. President

'
--

JEWELER

do, O.
Sold by all

druggists,
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Limitations
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Reliability

i

EXTRAVAGANCE

I
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Durability

I

not let us route you to good
The
health.
economy in fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all transports- tion costs.
Why

Safety
I

IDEAL Boilers ana
AMERICAN Radiators

Wood-Davi- s

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY
Powder

PHARMACY

nfort
nvenjence

ECONOMY

75c.

'Pureair

ST DESPAIR

.

& CO.. Tole-

Take Hall's Family Pills for constiuaisiSi
pation.

AT

y

i

HEALTHi

?

WHICH WAY
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Address F. J. CHENEY

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.

testi-monal- s.

Manufacturer

PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's College

i

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

SEE F0K YOURSELF

208 WEST

-

,

CALL
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Salt ani Seeds

HOTEL ACACIA
'

50 "

W

Grain, Potatoes,

LEO HERSCH

j

100 lbs Pansy Flour

1

FOR

International Stock Food

i

100"

Mai lea
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The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZQOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213
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MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Director Durand wants the farmers
Chief Statistician Powers, in charge
of agriculture., to keep books this year so that guess-Direct- Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargs.
division
census
of
the
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
Durand believes that great work and recollections will be elimi- DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
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be
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for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
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Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
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College courses
to- which will be used by him Wjtn cheering offers of
mentalities
Eco
and all Foreign Countries.
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household
and which promise practical results ward producing a practical, useful and
state
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believeable census of America's farm
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
are, the state commissioners
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculboards of agriculture, the state agri- - population, operations and wealth.
cultural colleges, the agricultural ex-courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made witti Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
t 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
tare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is J3.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
manager. Automobile Line.
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AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

All

Parts of the World.
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ture,

instiHlfKperiment stations, the farmers'
TI4F
tutes, the farmers' unions, the partons
HAINUo 1 UKTN bALfv
of husbandry and the state grangers;
in fact, all the existing organizations
for the education and betterment of j (Taken from the Daily New Mexican!
01 eepieniDer an, isxy.)
the farmers. Added to taese win oe.
Senators Stewart and Reagan who
tne daily newspapers, the country
irefs. and the farmers' publications. are guests of Governor L. Bradford
It is estimated that millions or Prince will hold a public reception at
farmers will be reached at their homes the Governor's residence from 8 to 9.
or at their mutual improvement meet- - tonight.
Mr. and Airs. Eugene A. Fiske will
logs by the contemplated method of
leave on Monday, Mr. Fiske to attend
circulating preparatory
and scientists court and Mrs. Fiske to visit relaFarm economists
learned in agricultural problems, ap- tives in St. Louis.
Mrs. W. G. Walz,
of
pointed as expert special agents for a
brief term, are pow in Washington as Mrs. T. B. Catron, arrived here Thurs- sisting Director Durand ani his staif day from El Paso, accompanied by
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Weltmer
and
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L'Engle.
are
by
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steeps
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Judge and Mrs. J. B. Scroggs and
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course.

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

for self support.
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For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

info-natio-

ROUTE.
PASSENGER
ing at Rosweu at 11 :u a. m. caving
Passeneers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
50 lba. Any
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance
be carried
can
of
amount
baggage
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.
plow over
farm data.
U. S. MAIL

AND

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and western New Mex-

,

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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Perfect Fitting "Elastic" Book-cae- s
are the only ones which successfully
adapt themselves to the condition of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths,, 34 and 25 inch
kind of sectional book-cas- e
and Ideal.
in
distinct
iy pes Colonial, Standard
lengths, and three
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.
We will call and measure any space
in your house and give you the exact
cost in my finish you may select.
Naw Mexican Printing uotn- Mny, Local Agenta, Santa,

F,

N. M.

n.
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e
field of Miss Delia Cruse of Kansas City, who
have been visiting Colonel and Mrs.
reminded
be
will
They
tnat an accurate and practical census E. L. Bartlett for several weeks left
lfor hon,e on. Wednesday.
Is the only one worth while.
e
In addition to the direct appeal to' Surveyor General E. F. Hobart
his
new
of
noon
office
at
charSe
Durand
farmers, Census Director
will inform' them that the thirteenth to?.
in Albuquer-th- e
bertha staab is
Mlsf
that
United States census law requires
SlsteMrs.
her
Louis livisltinS
agricultural census, be taken at
as
the
Iela;.
the same time. Anril 15, 1910,
Mug
tonight on an
count of population. The options
to
pbout farm operations will relate
Romualdo
the present calendar year, WOO, but,
for her
"-laon the other hand, the inquiries
friends
y&i
Saiums
equiymcii. aic
Wilson WaiMimrhnn, M.,rn
tfcic
of
toward the farmers' Dossessious
from San Marcial.
morning
this kind on the dav and date of the
Mrs. Grant Rivenberg
and son
enumeration, April 15, 1910. Tbe lat- have left on a visit to Emporia, Kanter division of the inquiry really sas.
amounts to an inventory.
Dr. G. W. Harrison of Bernalillo,
The necessity for some written or is in town on a visit.
permanent record by the farmers
themselves of farm operations is obA pleasing, good, high grade, truly
vious and its value in furnishing d?ta flavored amber colored cup of coffee
more reliable than guesswork is equal- can be had and without the real
,
coffee danger, or damage to health
...
ly evident.
In order that the farmers may be- by simply using Dr. Shoop's new subgin at once. Director Durand indicates stitute, called "Health Coffee." Pure,
as follows, what operations are to be wholesome,
toasted
cereals, malt,
recorded, although the schedule is stiy nuts, etc., make Dr. Shoop's Health
in Incomplete shape:
Coffee both healthful and satisfying.
".Each person in charge ot a farm No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling,
will be asked to state the acreage "Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop,
and value of his farm; that is. the If served as coffee, it's taste will even
acreage and value of the land kept and trick an expert. Test it and see.
cultivated bly him; also the area of Sold by Frank Andrews.

the
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LIVERY STABLE
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FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS
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When in Need of Anything in the Livery
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corios

Blankets, Basket, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opala.
Turquoise, Garneta and Other Gema.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

39k23fii

ONLY
of the finest

TS:

Embroideries

SALE

i White Goods

ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS,

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

J

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SANTA FE SHOULD HAVE A FAIR.
The number of county fairs in New
Mexico has decreased in late years for
some reason or o'her, but principally
on account of the fact that they did not
pay in immediate financial returns.
Thus far only, three fairs have been
announced for this fall, those at Albuquerque, Clayton and Socorro. There
is evidently room for a fourth fair and
that at Santa Fe or at Las Vegas at
which the produces of northern New
Mexico could be exhibited to advantage. Connected with a week of horse
racing and other clean sports, it seems
that a Fair Association, organized and
other stock comcapitalized as
pany, should pay dividends. Santa Fe
has an ideal location already for fair
grounds in its baseball park, adjacent
to which booths and an exhibit building could be erecied at a small cost,
which could also serve for ChautauThe surroundings of
qua buildings
the park could be planted with trees
and lawns and in a few years the city
would have the most attractive fair

I
I
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It i3 sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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year
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abounded. The intellectual and moral
until
Thursday forenoon, or forty
que
subjects
development of men cannot reach a sider the more important
after
hours
it is mailed here? That
is
which
concerted legislation
very high level before they begin to upon
is
almost
as
fast as the pony exand violent most desirable, and will endeavor to
see that blustering
of
war
times.
It true, the vol- press
of
these
uniform
language is not to their credit. Yet, secure the enactment
i
t
Uluu
i ma" """weeu MUla re
ol
strange to say, many men of much laws. Its purpose is icertainly most' an Albuquerque is small, but they
Yuvorr
tr.
intellectual strength seem unable to ,mnw,n,iH ,.,i it
are two neighboring large towns and
will
result."
the
desired
that
it
attain
outgrow their infirmities of temper
should, between each other have the
and their indulgence in vituperation of
mail facilities possible.
Santa
best
A LABOR PARTY.
opporents. The sensation which they
Fe should dispatch a lock pouch to Alproduce by their outbursts seems to
That the Federation of Labor in-- , buquerque on the Sant Fe Flyer every
give them a pleasurable sense of their tends to remain in the political field as morning, even if, occasionally it carown importance, which is not alto- an entity can be gathered from a
ries only one or two letters. The servgether unlike the gratification which speech made .yesterday at Louisville, ice would be no extra expense to
cruder and more ignorant people often Ky by Secretary Frank Morrison of Uncle Sam, but
occasionally would be
manifest in finding themselves heroes the Federation. It is a portentous of
value to local business men.
great
sen
or
scandal
of some discreditable
announcement and carried to its logisational crime
i ney enjoy rne noto- cal conclusion the policy there outAttorney General Frank W. Clancy
riety, even when they must know, or lined would mean grave danger to
boards of county commissioners
urges
at least suspect, that it is not to their American institutions.
a
Against
credit. This characteristic taints the Labor party there would be arrayed to give the utmost publicity to all conreputation of mariy public men who, sooner or later an Agrarian party com- templated issues of refunding bonds.
except for 1t, would rank high in the posed of the farmers of the nation In fact, the publicity should extend to
estimation of the country, and some who outnumber the laboring men in all and every transaction of all public
of whom, in spite of it, have such the various industries by several mil- bodies frob boards or regents of terriother characteristics as to win a fair lions. But between the two, capital torial institutions to city and town
measure of respect. Journalists and and corporation enterprise would have councils. The last legislature had
statesmen both have too many of this hard sledding. However, the sane, this object in view when it passed a
class in their ranks. The result is good sense of the American people publication law but bungled it in orthat too often it is hard to toll wheth- - will prevail and class legislation is der to meet the objections of those
er such a man is really a demagogue merely a possibility of the remote fu- who did not have the real purpose of
the law in view, but thought it ought
or an honest advocate of measures ture. Said Secretary Morrison:
to provide revenue for each of several
that he believes, without sufficient in"The American Federation of Labor conflicting interests. However, the
tellectual and moral cultivation, to rise will continue
its political campaign law is better than none, and has servabove violent and discreditable meth- of
friends and defeating ed its purpose admirably even though
its
electing
ods. It is a singular weakness in
or hostile to
t'.iose
who
are
indifferent
many men who count themselves hon- the enactment of labor measures. We cumbersome in some respects.
orable. They bitterly and unjustly athad our first general battle last year.
tack the motives and character of men We will continue
There is need for the employment
our engagements in
whom they kaow to be honorable, and
of
half a dozen extra policemen on
our
meas
field
the
until
Congressional
make of every speech or editorial a
each Saturday night who would patrol
are
ures
adopted.
sensational attack on some one. If the
the town diligently. Not only is the
"The gain made in electing reprediscussion of public questions in the
and racket of drunken men
of labor in state legis- yelling
and In Congress were conducted sentatives
and
boys
going home at two and three
our most
with an appeal to the intelligence and latures, reached far beyond
o'clock Sunday mornings a nuisance
Results of our
reason, without the pernicious inter- sanguine expectations.
that should be abated, but there is
efforts in the Congressional field were also considerable mischief done
denunciation
of
sensational
jection
by
such as to give us renewed courage
arid Billingsgate
personalities, some
them, especially in the outlying parts
men would be less conspicuous before and hope.
of town and there is many a bloody
"The most determined effort will be fight and scrap that is never reported
the public. They would lose in the
an and
many an assault never punished.
quantity of their reputation, but gain made by the federation to secure
amendment to the Sherman anti-trus- t
As long as the town tolerates saloons
infinitely in its quality."
law that will enable any court to place for the payment of a price, that price
the narrow construction upon It.
UNIFORMITY IN LEGISLATION.
ought to be spent for protecting
"It is considered by all who 'have peace-lovinConsiderable
progress has been
citizens from the results
made in securing uniformity of legis- studied the proposition without bias of the sale of intoxicants.
lation by states and territories. New that framers of the Sherman anti-truMexico, for instance, has adopted the law, never inteded that it should be
The astronomers or star gazers now
uniform Negotiable Instruments Law; applied to labor unions.
doubt
the claims of Captain Cook, and
"The federation proposes to conits last legislature passed, a uniform
he
and
Peary had better get into some
as
warehouse receipt statute. There are tinue to fight for such legislation
to compare notes before pubcorner
infrom
law
will
as
the
such
issuing
prevent judges
many other subjects,
their detailed accounts of the
lishing
of sales, of partnership, of divorce on junctions upon the behest of corporaof the) pole and the counappearance
in
labor
to
be
tions
intimidate
to
is
organized
which uniformity
greatly
or
ocean
or ice fields surrounding
try
In fact, much ill considered the case of a strike.
Material
it,
in the two
discrepancies
efwill
continue
its
Federation
as
"The
such
and badly drafted legislation,
to their
more
would
be
stories
fatal
disfigures the statute books of every forts to secure a stricter immigration
of the
in
the
claims
eyes
respective
the
will
law
that
exploitation
prevent
commonwealth, New Mexico, Included,
asthe
of
all
doubts
than
all
the
public
makes it desirable that model laws' of alien workers for the purpose of tronomers.
Ameriour
of
subrate
conceivable
the
foe drafted on every
wage
reducing
ject by those who have given each can civilization to conditions existing
The editor of the Tularosa Tribune
Bubject study, for the use of legisla- at McKee's Rocks and among emun- must have had a bad day recently for
trust
with
to
of
steel
or
the
its
be
to
ployees
tures,
adapted
adopted
local circumstances. Says the Forum, told capitalization and stock, a condi- he writes editorially of conditions in
tion which representative clergymen Otero county: "From all over the
lor September:
"An important convention will be declare is unfit for publication and a county comes the word that crops are
short, cattle are dying, fruit crop al
held in Washington next January for disgrace to our civilization."
most a failure, general hard times
the purpose of securing uniformity in
In another editorial, the
The visit of Japanese bankers and j prevail."
state legislation. This is, without
question, one of the most important business men to spy out the land is a Tribune editor remarks: "Republicans
matters now before the American peo- strange irony of fate. When Perry-mad- are hunting some convenient tall
a treaty with the Japanese it timber," all because the first issue of
ple. It is the only alternative which
of
was
the idea that the United the Albuquerque Tribune has reached
with
increase
the
is offered as against
States would exploit Japan and the Tularosa. Editor Anderson had betthe federal power.
"Senator Root, whose great ability neighboring regions; when Dewey ter take something for his liver.
and sagacity none can question, took sailed into Manila Bay it was with the
It isn't the majority that rules in
occasion some time ago, in an address idea of gaining the trade of the Pacific
delivered In New York, to emphasize for the nation. But now it appears Santa Fe. It is the active and enerthe fact that federal authority was that it is the Orientals Who want to getic minority that bosses the lethar
want to gic and sleepy majority. On Saturday,
made necessary toy the failure of the exploit' this nation and
states to act; while President Roose- absorb the little trade that Uncle Sam 383 votes were cast against Greater
Hamilton in still controls on the Pacific. The Jap- Santa Fe and the 383 negative votes
velt, who
8iis advocacy. of federal power, went anese have shown that they are deter- prevailed over the 1700 voters who are
ven further and insisted that, in the mined to utilize these opportunities in favor of making Santa Fe the greatimand are succeeding for the United est city of the southwest, but who
very nature of things, it would be
States has no merchant marine to com- thought it too much trouble to walk
to
by
states
achieve,
possible for the
to the polls to say so.
rem- - pete with them.
the
distinct
laws,
and
separate
civ-Th-
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Professional Cards
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.PAUL A. F. WALTER,
New Mexico

The oldest backirg institution in New Mexico.

EDWARD C. WADE,

;

i

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis-- :
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General zsxd U. S. Land

...

Offices.

Las Craces

;

jcew Mexico

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

j

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

j

Practice in the Supreme and

Dis- -

i

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Ofllce in Catron Block.
New Mexico

specialty.

Santa Fe

j
!

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)

j

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Land and Mining business a ape- -'
cialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

President.

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
A. B. Renehan,

in 1670.
R. J. PALEN, President,
A. HUGHES,
Vice

E. C. ABEOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

j

j

$75,000

Transacts a ger.eral banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange and, makes,, telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given b j any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-La-

Practic in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
New Mexico
Las Graces

THE

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
Socorro
WILLIAM McKEAN,
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

T7

C. W. G. WARD,

...

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Las Vegas

PALACE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

.

Attorney-at-Law-

the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

in

Darge Sample
Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
G. Northcutt,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

dad,-- '

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PT.AKi

.

Raton, N.

Offices':

M., and

Trlni'

Colorado.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

GEORGE

.

CATRON & GOBTNER,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

Counsellors-at-Law-

.

Catron Block,

-

-

New Mexico

H. R. PUTNAM,

U. S.

Court Commissioner and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered
Texico
New Mexico
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
" New Mexioi
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

....

Secretary

and Treasurer of New

Mexico School of Mines.
Socorro
New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman.

Santa Fe, N. H.
Copies made of official township,
small holding, mineral and grant
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
grant papers and other public records
on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
office.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES

HOTEL
E. LACOME

Proprietor

BARBER,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
New Mexico

g

e

OF SANTA FE.

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fa

1

I

The First National Bank

-

Commodious Sample I(ocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION

FRESB THE BUTTON WE

THE REST.

DO

Runs on the European Plan!

CO RON A DO hotel
G. Lupe Herrera,

PfopJS

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light. Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AN D 75c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

THE HOTEL NQRMANDjJE
J. W.
PRESTON, Proprietor

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER
LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA

Ft,

N. M.

FIBST-CLAS-

I

'

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Sar.ta Fe
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

--

arxTJx

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessens

IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND HAACKE
Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

NEW MEXICAN JOINTING CO.
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attractive. We want to show you
its advantages and possibilities. Call, write or phone
us about it.

S

BATE

.

1ST

' CdTiTECTTOW

A. WHEELON

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 6 . m. 'Phone 156.

$1.50

hotel

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. IL

7, 1909.

,
To the business man, a bank account is indispen-sib!efor it enables him to transact his routine
financial affairs in a systematic manner.
To the individual, such an account is a great Convenience, for it makes it possible to keep a complete
record of receipts and disoursements without the
elimiaid of a set of books, and to a large extant,
nates the probability of errors,

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

Ros-wel-

CO

SANTA FE, N. M.

j

l,

resume her studies.

I

$50,000

CAPITAL

U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker of Albuquerque, is up to attend court.
E. R. Bartlett, a railroad man from
Topeka, is quartered at the Claire.
Miss May Closson left yesterday for
Cincinnati where she entered school.
Mrs. Mateo Lujan and children
have gone on a visit to Las Vegas, j
V". F. Hall, a hardware
salesman
from Kansas City, is quartered at the
Palace.
Fred Mueller, Jr., left today for
where he is a student at the mil- ltary school.
i
A. K. Pierick, of Milwaukee,
among the traveling men registered
at the Palace.
Miss Mary McFie will leave for Chi- caso on next Saturday where she will

;

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK

W.S.DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. 'Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER
..,

.

imp mi num.

EVERYTHING

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS
OP LATEST MAKE

DAVENPORTS
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

!

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

fil",

Phone

HOlSE FURNISHERS

Phone-No. 10

j

B

Ask lour Wife

fur

About a Fjome

Fvrv

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Colorado

Company

Catron

Heal

Meal Summer

Block

hills on the
liffdene, located among
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.
pine-cla- d

Good Hunting and Fishing

RATES

$150 per day,

SS.OOper week, meals

50c--

"

Transportation from Station $1.00

Fn Puithai Iaf3imati:n J5.d5.res3
-

MRS.

H-

-

E. BRGMANN

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

1

Real AirsWp Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
and

Resources Exposition

,

OCTOBER

iLBUQUEEQUS
-

.

11-1-

6

1909

PRESIDENT TAPT IS GOING TO BE THERE
TBE GREAT SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE-MENT-

S

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATE3 ON ALL RAILROAD
W. G.

President

TIGHT,

JOHN

R

McMANUS,

Secretary.

WP

llii

H C

YQNT?
of

laua.iaibct-iax-

r10ht 3000,
RIGHT SERVICE

MEXICAN

FILIGREE
--J EWE RELY- -"

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
S46 San

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

WATCHES

y

FIRST

coE

FIRST

served
Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

LOCAL WEATHER MAN
RIVALING ROOSEVELT.
Once more Bert Sloan the weil
known employe of the local weather
bureau is attracting attention, this
cause being the slayincr of a
time the
"
large pole cat. Sloan has already
achieved a great record for shooting
wild animals, having just recently put
the blinkers on a huge wild cat. The
pole cat which he sent to the happy
hunting ground this morning, had for
a long time been prowling abcit the
house on
neighborhood of Sloan's

Hiuside avenue attempting to catch
fowl and at the same time making
its presence known by foul means.
To all this, Marksman Sloan put an
end by catching the beast in a well
laid trap and then blowing his head
off with a well directed shot from his
shot gun.
The animal is a beautiful black
and white spotted creature. Sloan
says that its scientific title is Spilo-galPutorius which in plain English
means a skunk.
RACES.
Breschia, Italy, Sept. 7. Glenn H.
Curtiss," the American aviator who
recently won the international cup at
Kheims, arrived- - today from Paris to
take part in the t forthcoming aero
plane races. He expects to make &
test flight today.
AERO-PLAN-

Eye Tested and
Fitted By

te

Method

Kinds

All

We are sole

ol

Mower

Lawn

Agents dor

Hose, nozzles
and

UNION LOCK

sprays

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
j

Excitement reigned supreme this'
forenoon in the pueblo of Santo D0-mingo forty miles sottth of Santa Fe.',
It was discovered that all of the!
horses of the pueblo, between 100
and 200 head, had heen driven off
during the night by rustlers who were
headed east. Clinton J. Craudall, stf
perintendent of the northern pueblos
and the territorial mounted
police,
were immediately notified and in the
meanwhile the Indian braves have
started in pursuit, determined to retake the horses, if necessary by force.
It is reported that the rustlers have
been sighted near Thornton and a
gocd-sizechunk of trouble may re-- j
suit if they resist the Indians.

SEE

ITS BKKOKB

JUST

A

Bl'Y!N

FfKNITl'KK

KKW MURK OK THOSE

OK

IIOfSK FI'RMS H NGS.
I

BAKtiAIN

HAMMOCKS

Come early and
Set your pic-This is how

MaHle

Monarch.

Iron

Banies

are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced
T.et us fltrure your lientlng and pluinhinsc
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

Guarantee
No Other Tailor in America

Offers a Guarantee like Ours

H.s.

n

m

THE LEADING

TH

'

Best Flour

.

Suit must please you
and be a perfection in tit or we
alone take the loss..
THE
ROYAL TAILORS have the
largest designing bureaus in the
world for men's tailored clothes.
They even send representatives
to Paris and London for style
ideas and suggestions 3300 employees in their Chicago House
alone
Our tailors and Designers are
the pick in the Worlds Greatest
clothes centers.
We satisfy U. S. Congressman and can satisfy you.
A Royal

d

j

Suits that fit
You

$15.00 to $30.00

--TH-

E-'

RACKET
STORE

SANTA FE
BOSS

PATENT FLODR

BEST because it
the
besi results in
gives
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.
contairs more JGluten
which is the very life o
tha wheat, and which
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

It

lEAL ESTATE

LIFE

w

&

SURETY BOND1

FIRE INSURANCE

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPEETY
FOR SALE AND RENT

gQ

Some fine ranch property close in

BEFORE INVESTING YOUR MONEY CONSULT, US

Another

vitally
feature

BOSS

PATENT FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the weat.

E

H. S. KAUNE

WATSON & COMPANY

O.

CURTISS; ENTERS

inn

Everyone knows the quality of Iv osftisher lines
your fishing tackle of a tisher
HfiVP alllines-Bu.Dn.lD man. We carry everything in camp equi
page and furniture.

1

e

DIAMONDS

.

HORSES.

.

AIRS.il
You
A

4

'

i

DOMINGO

Gal-lina-

New-Mexic-

y.r

DROVE OFF SANTO

W. E. Cooper and R. F. Cooper of
Las Animas, Colo., are in town for the
purpose of buying sheep. They are
registered at the Claire.
Thomas Closson, son of Sheriff
Charles ..Closson, has left for Roswell
where he is a student in the Xew
Mexico Military Institute.
R. S.' Herbert, the packing house
representative from Las Vegas, is
here on one of his weekly visits. He
is stopping at the Palace.
Miss Onofre Wagner daughter of
Mrs. Charles Wagner leaves on the
limited this evening for Cincinnati to
attend school at Mount St. Joseph
Academy.
Dr. F. A. Jones has returned to Al
s
buquerque from his claims in the
and
Lincoln
county,
mountains,
is preparing to join a party of prospectors for Tiburon Island in the
Gulf of California.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy, federal sheep
inspector, will leave tomorrow for
Chorro, Santa Fe county, where he
will establish a sheep dipping vat. A
plant has already been established at
Cienega with Inspector Frank Marshal in charge.
Judge A. J. Abbott is in from his
ranch on the Rito de los Fripoles and
will leave again tomorrow for his
home among the cliff dewllings. He
reports that the Water canon road has
been repaired ani i'uz.. teams can
again make the trr to he Rito.

Resort

Makes this the most delightful resort in

J,

-

er--

1

Captain Fred Fornoff of the terriAmos Hediicks, assistant planter of
torial mounted police, has gone to the forest service and R. L. Rodgers.i
Clovis, Curry county, on official busi- forest assistant, have just returned
ness.
from a two weeks trip from the neighB. S. Phillips, lumberman from Ra- borhood of the Lake Peaks and Mount
mon Vigil, near Buckman, is in on a Baldy, where
they were engaged in
regular visit. He is stopping at the sewing a number of acres of ground
Claire.
with spruce tree seeds, the work beWilliam K. McCardell, a traveling ing experimental.
An inspection of
man from Xew York, is in town call- - the forests was also made and it was
ing on the trade. He is quartered at found that an excellent condition prethe Claire.
vailed.
Albeit L. Groll, the Xew York artist
This fall the planting station will
who has been spending the summer at send out men to plant twenty-fivTaos and Santa Fe, left this morning thousand Douglas fir trees in Burro
for his home.
canon. At the planting station on the
R. S. Roberts, a forest service man Gallinas experiments are soon to be
from Albuquerque, is in town on of- carried on introducing eastern hardficial business. He is registered at wood trees, including oaks and maple.
the Palace.

Arriba counties.

BER6ERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe. N. M.

Soli-.itc-

',..

'

Womnn living in ren-tt(i property lens to
(fet lhio a hoiihe ot her own.
Then- hip hundreds of thirds
she would like to do to nake her
wn tMju.e Hide oonforuible.
aurai'l e and pleasnnl Nearly
evei y woiii hh Is a money suver
and she w ill help jou wonderfully
to pay (or n hom e.

Rent Money

Silviana Roibal of Chamita, sheriff
of Rio Arriba county, is in town accompanied by his wife. He is stopping
at the Coronado.
Postoffice Inspector H. C. Haynes,
of Denver, has returned to Santa Fe
from an official trip to Taos and Rio

I The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest .
A hV

f

-

-

,

e

No. 10

AND UNDERTAKERS

Mail Order

CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

Claire.

RUGS AND

IN HARDWARE

Phone No. S3

MISS A. MUG LEE.

Palace.
J. P. Leese of the forest service, ar- Planting' Will Be Done This Fall
rived last night from Espanola on ofSpruce Tree Seeds Sown Near
ficial business. He ts stopping at the
Lake and Peaks and Baldy.

Furnish Your House in

We Can

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

Will

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN

of Latest
Designs

Charles Brown of Wiliard, is visiting
in Santa Fe with his family. He is a
guest at 'the Normandie.
Dr. John'-HSloan has returnel
Do
from a business visit to Cincinnati
"' '
and other eastern-towns- .
W p will "ell you a very desirE. S. Crawford and wife of Philaable hon.e on payments, whieh
are
rent .money will make
delphia,
seeing the sights. They
jour
lion"t wait. Begin now payinK
are stopping at the Palace.
for your home.
G. A. Farley, a railroad man from
LET US EXPLAIN
OIK
Pueblo. Colo., is in town on a visit.
CONTRACT FUK CHEAP MONEY.
He is a guest at the Palace.
l"ft th's forenoon
A. H. Brodhe-v- l
GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St.
for the cliff dwellings ai-- the Brooks
""ateau.
on
the
farm
Pajar'to
dry
asm
A. C. McElwain, a traveling man
from St. Louis, is in town selling a THOUSANDS OF TREES
line of shoes. He is stopping at the
FOR BURRO CANON.
.

OFFICERS

Hats

R

0

"ffirv$?ir

AM READY TO SHOW
A jrood line in

j

BANK IS AT YOUR SERVICE

THIS

Fall GOODS
HAVE

PERSONAL MENTION

WE CAN BE OF SERVICE TO YOU

PAGE FIVE

8 GO.

1

C- 19 SAN

PHONE

FRANCISCO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

RED

SANTA FE,

.Blue Ribbon

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

189- -

Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
,

-

PAGE SIX.

exico Central Railroad; Time Table

Jlew
RE All

TIIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X.

STATIONS

DAILY

1.45
2.49
4.10
4.49
5.14
5.39
0.13

To

22
41
62
61
63
80
105
116

l.v San'.i
Ar' Keain-Ui

861
1169
1378
319
1130

p. in.
a. i.i.
a. ill,
a- -

in.
p. in.
P. m,
a, in.

J543
220

1N;h:h",:i

'

"

.

:i

"

To:s-:i;u-.-

K:.i'nv
i.u;
":i
ia'S

lW

"t
"

A

.

lo.co p,
9.00
lTl5
9.45

"

6.1186

6.244
6.430

leaving ner in a condition
mora favorable to speedy recovery. The child is also
healthy, strong and good
valua-i-

780
6oo
6u2

111.

"

red

3,700
1363

Comoany

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
UAILY

i

00 a.
12 a.
36 a,
50 a.
05 a.
20 a.
45 a.
20 p.
12 46 p.
5 SO p.
a 60 p.
54 15 p.
4 45 p
4 55 p.
J6 60 p.
6 15 p,
8 35 p.
7 08 p.
t. 10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.
l

10
10
10
11
11
11
12

m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Miles From
Des Moines

Lv. Des Moines,;
" Kumalrto,
Dedman
"
" Oapulin
Vigil
. Thompson
'

U
18
20
25
81
42
i

j

Arr

48

Lv.

42
49
63
68
68
77

Miles From
Raton

STATIONS,
N; M. Arr,
Lv.
"
"
"

"
Cunningham
UUIton Hoase Junction
RATON N M
Ollfton House Junction

"
"

Preston
Koehler
Koehler J not.

Oolfax
Oerrososo
Arr
CIMARRON N. M.
Lv.
Nash
N. M,

88
88
89
94

47

Lv

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
30 p.
65 p.

2 30 p
25 p.
05 p.
40 a.
06 a'
15 a.
tlO 15 a.
9 43 a.
9 25 a.
7 60 a.
7 40 a.
7 25 a.
7 00 a.

88
41

A.rr.

30
16
65
35
25
55

12
12
11
11
11

28
20

Lv.

21

DAILY
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
2

18

Harlan
Ute Park

No

49
45
88
82
29
24
18

Arr,
Lv.
Lv

60
63

69

"r

co1,:iing

eww,ws?

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
in
m.
m.
in.
m.
in.
in.
in.
m.

Connect! with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N.
M 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M..
:55 a. m.
i Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets tralnt at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrivt and depart from Des Moines at follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
ro. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. 4 8. F. Ry. at Raton and
Preston, with C.
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico:
Arroyo
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twitting.
H. J. DEDMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A.

iwm

ml

his achievements that is not a characteristic of some artists whom we
have met, bat we want it understood
that this has no reference to any of
those whose easels grace the studio of
Taos. The room is large, high and
practically lighted, and adorned with
different works, mostly local, from Mr.
Couse's brush. Standing on an easel,
facing the broad doorway through
which we entered was a superb painting of one of oud Pueblo Indians. It
was a large picture,
life
size, it seemed, and if ye were on a
jury of selection we would
vote it in. The Indian figure
was a sitting poseture, gracefully,
easy and clear cut. ana with a face
so perfect that it seemed almost too
real to be a picture fashioned on canvas.
One small print from a former painting hung on the wall picturing that
most beautiful spot where the foaming
Arroyo Hondo tumbles over the rocks
in the foreground, and as background
wave the innumerable white trunks
of that wonderful forest of quaking
aspen. As we admired the little print.
Mr. Cou.se told of an interesting incident touching the original painting of
the same subject some years ago. He
took -it tn TCpw Vnrk and one day
showed it to an artist friend, and ask- ed his judgment on it. After a few
moments study of the picture the
friend said: "It is beautiful, of course,
but how do you dare paint a thin"
that. It is so untrue." So any one
has to see the beauties of Taos
s
roundings, to realize that they really
two-third-

i

jj,, inf()rmstion will be gent

RIP. EARS AWAY

HOTEL ARRIVALS

WHITE SLAVE VICTIMS.

Palace.
R. S. Rogers. Albuquerque; A. C.
McEhv;iin, St. Louis; G. A. Farley,
Pueblo: E. S. Crawford and wire,
Y. F.
Hall. Kansas
Philadelphia;
City: A. K. Pierick, Milwaukee; R.
S. Herbert, Las Veas.
Claire.
W. K. McCardell, Xew York; J. P.
V.
Leese, Espanola: A.
Lisheidick,
Lojeateo, .Mexico: H. C. Haynes, DenE. Cooper, R. F. Cooper, Las
ver;
Animas; G. L. Williams, Dulce; Ralph
Aspaas, Bieen, Colo.; W. A. Walz,
Warsaw, Texas; E. R. Bart led, Tope-ka- ;
B. S. Phillips, Buckman; Mrs. L.
C. Markley, Belle Plaine, Kans.
i'Drmandie.
John F. Specht, Pueblo; .1. W. Garrison, Moncos, Colo.; R. B. Maupin,
Ben Pord, Silverton; Charles Brown
and family, Willard; Herman Burk-hard- t,
Venus; P. P. Coleman and
wife, Buckman: S. Casador, Dulce; J.
Block, Santa Cruz.
Coronado.
J. W. McEntire. West Chester, Pa.;
Henry Haines, Cola, Pa.; D. Quintana,
Taos; Silviano Roibal and wife, Cha-mitF. W. Wilson, Antonito; J. D.
Montoya, R. Herrera, Chainita; Romu-l- o
de la Casa, Arroyo Seco.

Steward. New Chief of Police of Chicago, Takes Prompt Action,
When Shown Proofs.
Chicago, Sept. t. Iron bars are
being ripped off the windows of disorderly bouses by order of Chicago's
new chief of police to whom the Woman's World committee furnished in
formation of the nlaees where white
slaves were held prisoners and were
wnite slavery in its crudest form
giowerea us menace to possible girl
victims. Chief Steward had an inves-- ;
tigation made of the facts reported by
the committee and when they were
confirmed he took prompt and vigor- action.
That a traffic in girls, their capture
and sale by cadets and procurers to
Keepers oi disorderly nouses, not on
ly existed but prospered on a great
even. 111
era U ,uo rliunmr.
.
... prnntmna
eren a few venrs
uc.ieu
Jcaio am whon hnna)
windows were found in a house which
had been used as a brothel. It was
proved that girls who were en- ticed or tricked into that place had.
been kept as prisoners, as s aves to

con,n,.Tial,.Prt

rtr,m
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w..
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Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday ot
each month at Masenit
"

at 7:30

Hall

n. m.

J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.

$$S$iL
7:30 p. m.

C.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
K- TRegular conclave
rourtn Monday in each
month at Masonic Kali t
-

-

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

sur-ou-
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Good for Biliousness.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets last night, and
I feel fifty per cent better than I have
for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al- legan, Mien. "Tney are certainly a
fine article for biliousness." For sale
Dy an druggists.

'

T
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,
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TIMBER CRUISERS
DO GOOD WORK

035
Bio

measures.

Party of Five Surveyors Making

-

Com

SCOTTISH

Sunimfir tourist
TICKETb

New Mexico Central Eailroafl

RJTES

IN CONNECTION WITH

i

Ull
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,

tuPllf

vj.

1IMITBD TBAI1TG
On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st

V
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CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

k.
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1909.
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To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35

cin fiNT.ftJ

p

Fair

--

1

Paso's

Sill

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg- uiar
communication
'y jj.
first
of eac
rCvX month MoDday
at
.Masonic
r5
;v, Hall at 7:30 p. m.
';vK V
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

f each
nim.
Wednesdays
! nis riae. De.S1
f?"u T
friends and relatives. Their tears and
Uctu 111
are
"laL
uiuwe.s
invite
1uu,"6i'
..
""""e
Pleadings had been in vafn
V
"u ' ThP otrancrth
1,
and welcome.
h.
lulelu!J
DAVID KNAPP.
e
"mlUMe
communication with the world out- - "T; "
JT
knows
Exalted Ruler.
hw to blend so J. D.
side the barred windows was permit- f0"6
SENA. Secretary.
aw that day, but our
ted. Ernest A. Bell, secretary of the succefffj.
wallfled to cope
Illinois Vigilance Association and a pen jf.
WUl1 Mr' Couse s brush' and we offer!
member of the committee mrtP
stopped In M mlnutas
sure with Dr. Shoop',
but an outline of what we saw, ex- discoverv and be it wp wh
Croup
Remedy. One
an
win
test wdl surely prove.
Chief Steward photographs of place icv.i.iug
imagination will sups
after place on Armour avenue where ply what wanting in our description. Tess. AsafeandpleasinruTfiru'
griim iron bars across the windows
told of the white slavery within, and
which resulted in energetic official

VISIT

rasa

SOCIETIES

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry mee-t-i
do exist,
on the third Monday of each
month
rniinHnoAnother
ti,
J
IUC
OLUU1U
ociocK in the evenin
"J
in
which was peculiarly compelling and Masonic kali, south side of Plaza.
..
,
..
...
r,l ws
j
TnI.J.
sceue in me
ico,i
artist's own I,.
Rite Masons are cor.
viaiung
.. . Scottish
..
,
.
j
uoor
yara wnere tne Drilliant sun wasiaiany
invited to attend
CHAS. A. WHEELON. 32nd.
tnrowing a. golden glow on the old
adobe walls. In the foreground were
Venerable Master.
two Indian figures, a man and a
HENRY F. STEPHENS,
14th,
man, looklng ike life in miniature.
Secretary.
They were interesting) aside
studles- - as the young man had many
P. O. F.
na times sat as a
oanta re Lodge No. 460, B. P. O H.
boy model for Mr.

Lnn
win

;

4
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Raids made by prosecutors for the
state and federal government have
prehensive and Detailed Estimates of Forest Resources.
confirmed the fact that girl cantives.
often daughters of excellent homes.
REUNION
.Albuquerque, N. M.. Sept. 7. A were held by lock and force to do
Santa
five
of
the
timber
is
Fe, New IV! exico
party
degrading bidding of their purchexperts
just
GORMAN,
completing a comprehensive and de-- ; asers and procurers. These methods
Superintendent V Dres. and Gen JHgr Gen Pass Agent tailed estimate of a portion of the tim-- -! were not followed in Chicago alone
ber resources of the Sitgreaves na- but in other cities. The barred win-- .
RATON, N. M.
RATON. N. Nl.
.
.
. .
,
RATON, N, Ift,
i,
were a oasis tor the
uunaii luresii in east central Arizona.
"uwever,
.
.
i
f 1w1
mm mm
.
,.
immediate oDject of the estimate, llew Illinois act prepared bv the Wo-- ;
ine
jeiiiu... wm-,rmmgmmmmmtau
inr
n vtrlotrm
W
World
man's
this
innf
hn
Sonto
pnmmirrne
I
npfasinn
J
il4i.il
gwnratol. UOU nun
vwuiium.vv UtiUlUOL
ljfu I'W
aiWUiaiCIV
vvUOiwii Ulir
paint L11C
much timber would be available if a j detention of girls in such places by will selJ tickets from ALL points'
raiiroau were nuut trom HoiDrook to 1UICC ul
pretense or debt, a law m rew Mexico. Trinidad and El
make the timber accessible and to (enacted in April and now in force. In- - Paso to Santa Fe at nnp anrl nno!
enable
and other thirrl fnr t.hQ mnrl t,.;
forest
officers to handle i vestigations in Boston
cities show that similar law is need-ifa.r- .
promptly applications to purchase
tinW nn
vu oniG UCUl. 1 I L LI LU
According to the plan under which ed in nearly every state of the union 22nd. Good for return nassae-and
efforts
are urged to secure both
this work is being carried on, a care- uatil Sept. 25th, 1909
ful estimate of the total standing such law and its enforcement.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.
timber on each
tract is ob
A
clever,
Cold
Cure
popular Candy
tained, and a detailed report will be
Tablet called Preventics is being
prepared showing the amount of merchantable timber available for sale. dispensed by druggists everywhere.
1
a few hours- Preventics are said
An accurate topographic map of the',
break
any cold completely.
And
area ftirnishpa
tha infomoti
TO
lumberman would require in determin- - Preventics' being so safe and Noth
some
are
fine
for
children. No
very
California, Arizona. New- ing the practicability of logging the
no laxative, nothing harsh
Qumme.
from
tract
a
lumberman's
standnoint.
TO THE EAST & NORTH
Box of 48 25c. Sold Mexico, Mexico the North
This work has been carried on with f or le enmgs
htriPlng-BurrowCo.
Now in effect Via
west, etc.
good economy by D. W. Adams, the ex-- 1 hy
pert lumberman who has charge of the THE
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
ARTIST COLONY CORNER.
party. During the month of August,!
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
daily
September 15 to October 15,
the estimating cost approximately .8
190S inclusive.
Accepted in tourist
Newsalley
of a cent per acre, and since the work!
(Jaos
of Pullman fare.
J: H SnarPe the artist, is expected sleepers on payment
commenced
been
has
there
cruised
i
IA- rwi..
E.
& S. W.
aos
Wlth
his
,iein
SePtem"
more than one billion, ninety-ninfam"y
mil-- !
7"
, .el?wRer
i
''
w
the house
lion feet board measure, at an aver-- 1
ation about the llberal stop-ove- r
made vacant by the departure of O. E.
pnv- For ull particul&rs,
of 7 of a cent
A. N. BROWN
es
or" only'
accorded,
of
see
write
phone,
eminghaus and family.
13.100 of a cent per thousanT'
G. P. A.-- K,
P. & S, W.
Address
Mr- - and Mrs- lue'
- E- Kl Paso Texas.
Berninghaus and
In addition to the timber estimators
Los
wnu carry on 2.,
tue wore, ine neia party family left on Thursfav tn men ' - Aneeles .
ln
,10me
Louisto
not
St
return
to San
includes a cook and teamster, and the
oo
entire camp outfit Is moved every! la0s untl1 an0"ier summer has ODen- - San Dieso
store
.
its
Pasadena
house
for the artist to
three or four days ,as the work pro-'egresses, in order that no time may be! draw insPiration from. Taos has hung Sacramento
- out its latchstring for them to Dull Sa Jose .
tn on fmm rr
Inst in
Santa
The estimatA data ar,A nthor 'i.fnr. on their return.
Mr. Groll and Sandor left Taos on Fresno
suit of the work of this party will be Tuesday for Santa Fe. They were

5"

Co.

'

'

7, 1909.

Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
stop Headache, womanly pains, any
pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
Formula on the 23c box. Ask your
druggist or doctor about this formula
it's fine. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s

unresi-tatingl- y

'

3

eTiff

m

BRAJDFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

St, Louis Rockv lilt, &
Railway

tin

free by writing to

''.349

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines.
Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

Pacific

1

to expectedy is a God-sen- d
ant mothers rnrrvino- thrrv
No woman who uses
through the critical ordeal with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs
ihe ordeal of its dread and
insures safety to life of mother and child.
. .

7.013
6.C08
6.317
6.204
6,136
6.093

a. ill.
buLPjl1'U
6'00a. m.

l.v

11113
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9.30
7.3o
11, 45
8.00
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5.23 p. in.
"
4.22
"
3.17
"
2.36
'
2.11
"
1.15
"
12.40
"
11.35
11.05 a. ill.

l.v

Moriartv

8.U0

DAILY
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PASS--

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Ana many otner painful and!
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
tan uc avuiucu vy using

KKAD UP

DOWN

PASS'R

MILES

M.

To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35

j

To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35

40-ac-

to 7th

-

;low summer rates

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

LOW FARES

points

J. P. LYNG,

,

i

City Freight &

Passenger Agent

SEE

j

-

P.

and Rock Island

DUDROW

.

e

FOR

,

'

.

125.

d

l

I

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

Via

& RIO

Summer Tourist Rates

GRAND

EH,

Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of
P. H McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FEZ N. M.

&

m uimmgi
oi tne greatest importance to the for- luomm
est service in handling the timber re-- louay sKies ana ram soaked atmos-- :
sources of this locality.
P"ie, wmcn preveniea tnem doing
'
All the necessary information for any work- - We hope they may not be
the regulation of timber cutting will to disheartened over their experience
he in such shape as to enable the here' and win Pay Taos another visit
forest officers to handle promptly ap- - next year
ne ot the pleasant experiences of a
plications to purchase timber and to!
Iife
time and not to be forgotten, was
regulate the location and amount of
saes made with a view to avoiding a recent vlslt to the studio of the
lCouse. There is nothing
any possible danger of overcutting the artist Bof
the
atmosphere of the office or the
forest. The timber Is of good qual-- !
ity and offers an attractive opportuni-- store about the artist's workshop. It
teems with those sprites of fancy
ty for an enterprising lumberman.
which none but the artist eye can see,
It's a pity when sick ones drug the while about.it, to the layman is a
stomach or stimulate the Heart and certain something that is akin to
'
That is all wrong!
weak tery, and has a peculiar attractiveness
means
weak
Stomach nerves that belongs to itself alone. One sees
stomach,
always. And this is also true of the something new and apart from the
and Kidneys. The weak nerves dinary things of life and is lifted into
are instead crying out for help. This that realm that touches the ideal. The
s
explains why Dr. Shoop's Restorative atmosphere of commercialism is
promptly helping Stomach, Heart sent, unless one enters as a purchas-anKidnev ailments. The TfpRtnra.l er. then there is ilikelv tn ho
,m,Aa
tive reaches out for the actual cause awakening.
But we entered , Mr.
of these ailments the failing "inside Couse's studio In the capacity of a" vis
nerves." Anyway test the Restora- itor only, and were received with a
tive 48 hours. .It won't cure so soon courteous cordiality that permitted
as that, but you will surely know that full enjoyment of the work of one of
help is coming. Sold by
the leading artists' of this day. Mr.
'
Co.
Couse possesses a modesty regarding

Tickets and sleediDg car space
ay be nad by applying to
H. S. LUTZ,

Ffp

P. A.

j

-

Doors From

$1.0.
Up.

-

New Mexico Normal
University

1

The only institution in New Mexico whose
diploma is
by the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduates on its
faculty than any similar
ur. n. A. winsmp, Editor Journal of
u6iauu.
, Education, Boston.
Academic Course. Elementary Normal
Course, Full Normal
Course, Advanced Normal Course, Kindergarten
Training Course
Music, Art, Manual Training, Domestic Science,
Stenography and
Typewriting.
Railroad fare in excess of 75 miles paid by the
institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without
examination.
Next term begins September, 14th, 190C.

mys-Kidney- s.

or-He-

ab-i-

t

d

Stripling-Burrow-

Santa Fe,
N. Mex

j

I IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
DEHVEH

i

SGREEI 1 DOORS

For further information address

DR.

s

s

B. S. GOWEN, President, East Las
Vegas, N, M.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

7, 1909.
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HearVs
Charity
By Ina Brevoort Roberts
by J. B. Lippincott

(Copyright,

Co.)

Miss Jeannette Dalrymple was expecting guests for the evening, so,
having put her tiny apartment in
order, she proceeded to mix and bake
a most delectable chocolate cake.
They were rich people, these friends
who were coming, and
Jean could not entertain them as
they entertained her. Not being afflicted with false pride, however, she
did not allow herself to be disturbed
by this fact, but served her simple

refreshments

daintiness

with

and

taBte.
On this afternoon, having finished
her cake, Jean set it on top of the
box the janitor had nailed outside
her kitchen window to hold her store
of supplies, which device saved buying ice during the winter months.
Several hours later, when she had
arranged the table and dressed, Jean
lighted the gas in the kitchen and
went to the window to take in her

cake.
But no cake met her gaze. It was
gone vanished into thin air, apparently. Jean looked up at the sky,
court
then down into the
below. She was still at a loss to account for the mysterious disappearance when her glance chanced to rest
on the window of the opposite apart
ment.
It was very close to her window;
an arm could easily reach across the
Could any one have
distance.
Jean's cheeks flushed at the suspicion,
but what else was there to think?
At all events, the cake was gone
and there was not time to make another. Bewildered and disappointed,
Jean was about to close the window
when her fingers came in contact
with two hard, round somethings that
clinked when she touched them.
She took the money to the light.
had been
The new, shining
left in payment for the cake. But
what a trick to play! Jean frowned
at the money in her hand, then
laughed and brought philosophy to
bear upon the incident.
But the money what to do with
that? It was not until her guests had
stone-pave-

half-dollar-

d

s

come and gone and she was in bed
that inspiration came to her. She
would
thp mnnpv tn si nhnritv in
which she was interested. She had
personal knowledge of the good accomplished by a Deaconess sisterhood
that supplied trained nursing service
gratuitously to the very poor and at
a low cost to people in moderate circumstances w:ho found their means inadequate to meet the exorbitant de-

mands

of illness.
the following morning, having
put the money away until such time
as she should be able to add to It
from her own purse, Jean dismissed
the Incident from her mind.
She did not recall it again until a
second cake had disappeared in the
same way. Jean thoughtfully regarded
the money she took from the top of
the box it was in quarters this time.
Clearly, the moment had come for a
decisive course of action. She could,
of course, stop putting cakes outside
the window, which must end the matter. But the money looked very good
as she laid It with the other dollar
that was to go to the Deaconesses.
On her next baking day, having
tired of finding herself cakeless, Jean
made two cakes and put them outside
the window. When she went to look,
later in the afternoon, she found one
still there with the dollar for the other. The money was in dimes and held
down a fluttering bit of paper. Jean
took this paper to the light and read:
"Could use another cake on Tuesday."
By this time Jean, who was blessed
with a sense of humor, had entered
Into the spirit of the affair. Besides,
the money would be welcome to the
society to which she meant to give it,
"'and it was honestly earned. So on
'luesaay she made the other cake.
It must not be supposed that she
,'was without curiosity in regard to its
ueouuauun, dui mis curiosity seemed
likely to remain unsatisfied, since
there was no way to gratify it except
to see the cakes disappear, and this Jean would not do she
could not play the spy. Whenever she
put a cake on the box she lowered the
On

-

ehade.
The weeks went by and winter
slowly gave place to spring.
It was about this time that Jean
met, at an evening party, one Howard
Carruthers and his friend, Arthur
Blake.
The former escorted
her
home.
V
When she paused in front of the
apartment in which had her quarters
and took out her latchkey, Mr. Carruthers seemed to be surprised.
"If you live here,' we are neighbors," he said. "My place is next
door."
Jean said good-nigh- t
and went up-stairs wondering.
During what was left of the spring
and the early summer she saw a good
deal of Mr. Carruthers and his friend,
Arthur Blake. The two men were
much together and Jean always
coupled them In her thoughts, hoping
by this plan to avoid blushing every
time she thought of one of them.
-

v

,
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her umbrella and they walked on to-- .
gether.
"I owe you an apology for intruding
my presence upoD you." Mr. Carruth-- '
HOW THEY STAND.
ers began, after a moment, "but when
National League.
you have heard what I have to say
Won. Lost P. C.
71 S
perhaps you will pardon me.
S!
I'lttsburg
"There is living in the same house Chicago
84
.6TS
40
with you a lonely woman who, the New York
17
72
.f05
janitor tells me, is very poor and 'incinnau
Co
.520
65

"Are you acquainted with any ol
the people in your house?" Mr. Carruthers asked her on one occasion.
"No. 1 don't believe one ever knows
one's neighbors in New York," replied Jean.
Shortly after this, while walking
across Madison square one bright day,
she met Arthur Blake, who asked if
he might turn and go a little way
with her.

"Carruthers gives a bachelor party to me bacause he feared she might be
in his flat," he announced in slowly starving, she looked so white
the course of conversation. "He's and weak. She belongs, he tells me,
taken a great notion for having the to an old, aristocratic family. lier
lellows there lately, and he always friends come to see her in carriages,
serves, among other things, a home- but no tradesmen bring supplies for
made cake that beats any I ever ate. her and the parcels she carries home
I wish I knew who makes those cakes; herself are very tiny.
there's come mystery about them, I'm
"As you know, I live in the house
sure. When we ask Carruthers he next yours, and my apartment is oplaughs and says his sweetheart makes posite that in which this maiden lady
them."
lives. Now, I sympathize with her
When Arthur Blake had left her pride quite as much as I pity her pov
Jean hurried home 'with burning erty. I tried to think of some way to
cheeks and a heart filled with wrath. help her without wounding that pride,
So, then, It was Howard Carruthers but with no success until one day the
who had bought the cakes, who had sight of a chocolate
cake (made,
left violets on the box, who had given doubtless, for those visitors in carher aprons to make, and whom she riages) she had set outside her winhad presented with a bunch of jon- dow gave me a happy inspiration. I
And he had laughed at her purloined the cake and left some
quils!
and called her his sweetheart!
money in its place. My plan wrorked
That evening, having cooked and like a charm. For some months this
eaten her dinner, Jean sat down in lady continued to supply me with
her dining room to sew. When twi- cakes, which I and my friends enlight obliged her to lay aside her joyed very much indeed.
work she still sat beside the window
"I was congratulating myself on belooking over the city through the nar- ing able to help the dear lady when,
row cleft that let light and air be- without any warning, my supply of
tween the building in which she lived cakes ceased. This was several weeks
and the one next door, and pondering ago. Since that time the windows oppothe fact that in a town of 2,000,000 site mine have remained closed and
inhabitants she should be so lonely.
curtained, and I have been tormented
The dusk became darkness, and by the fear that the poor spinster
still she did not move. Shortly after may be ill.
"When I saw ydu
the thought
eight o'clock some one lowered the
shade in Mr. Carruthers' dining room came to me that perhaps you may
and the gas was lighted. Soon Jean i v tt uti .
au,t laic, utriug ci
j in-fancied she could hear the murmur of an, you could help her more easily
voices. About ten o'clock shade and than I. She's a little body middle-agewindow were raised and she could see
with
hair."
all that went on in the room across
"I don't know her," Jean replied,
the court.
faintly, "but I have passed her in the
It was a sufficiently striking picture hall. She lives in the apartment beshe looked at, of half a dozen men in low mine."
"Will you see her for me?" queried
evening dress seated round a table
on which were bottles and glasses Mr. Carruthers, "and if she is in
and in the center the cake she had want, let me know. I realize it is a
made that morning.
Howard Car delicate task I am urging upon you,
ruthers was there, seated with his but you will know how to manage it
back to the window. Arthur Blake You need have no fear that I will
faced it. His eyes looked straight at make this matter an excuse for
Jean, and she instinctively shrank forcing my presence upon you unnecback, forgetting that the darkness essarily. You have chosen to decree
mat a rriencisnip on which I put a
shielded her.
A second later she leaned forward high value should end; I have nq
again. Arthur Blake had risen to his choice but to respect your wish. But
feet and seized the cake, and with it if you will be my proxy in this matter
of helping Miss Daintry I shall be
in his left hand and his
held high in his right began to speak, deeply grateful."
"I will do what you ask." Jean's
evidently to propose a toast.
Jean could not hear the words, but voice was very low.
Mr. Carruthers took a roll of bills
they were followed, first by a burst
"If you find the
of uproarious laughter, and after this from his pocket
had subsided by the clinking of glass- lady needs financial assistance, as
sure she must, will you use this?"
es as the toast was drunk.
Jean
did not take the money. "1
The guests were resuming their
seats when, as if suddenly realizing will see her as soon as I reach home,"
the wisdom of such a course, the host she said. "If you will call upon me
moved over and lowered window and this evening I will report to you. U
money is needed, you can give it ta
shade.
me then."
During the moment he stood by the
Howard looked surprised. "I think
window his figure, against the light,
showed strong and masterful; his I would rather not come;" he spoke
face was in shadow, but its features coldly, yet gently. "If you will take
money now, you can report to ma
were graven on Jean's heart. She
.
shuddered as she lowered her shade by letter."
"Please come this evening. I have
and turned away. Why were wolves
to tell you, an explanation
given lambs' clothing in which to something
to make
masquerade? Why could men look I can't thatit concerns Ayou and me
now."
say
treacherous
a sob
good and true and yet be
break in Jean's voice told her that
rose in her throat.
She lighted the gas and sat down she was very near to tears.
An indescribable change came over
to write a letter than when finished
Howard's face and manner.
"I'll
read thus: ,
come," he said as they reached the
Mr. Howard Carruthers.
1

Dear Sir: I regret the necessity for informing you that I have changed my
mind
about receiving you
It will be useless for you to
evening.
as
I shall not be at home.
call,
Yours truly.
JEANNETTE DALRYMPLE.
After this letter was sent Jean's
life went on as usual with the difference that she made no more cakes
and that she and Mr. Carruthers were

as acquaintances.
If they encountered each other at
the house of some friend, the two exchanged formal words of greeting
when they met in the
and good-by- ;
street, as they must occasionally, being such near neighbors, he passed
Jean with a bow as cold as her own.
In the latter part of June Arthur
Blake told Jean that Carruthers was
going abroad, adding: "He needs a
change; he's become as silent and
morose as he used to be jolly."
One yellow, rainy day, shortly after this information reached her, Jean
was crossing Fifth avenue. The
weather and the fact that her new
tan ulster was being liberally sprin-lewith mud combined to plunge
her into the deepest gloom.
Her common sense had warned her,
when buying the coat, that so light
colored a garment would not prove
serviceable, but, being last year's
style, it had been a bargain so far as
price went. Then, too, it had fitted
her, and she had bought it. Now the
glances of those who passed seemed
to express either pity or contempt for
the young woman who would wear
such a coat on such a day. Incidents
ljke these, at which two people can
laugh, one lonely mortal may be miserable over.
Jean proceeded on her way up Fifth
avenue.
She was wondering if the
people living in the houses she
passed, who had no money difficulties
to grapple with, found life as unsatisfactory as she did, when the door
of one of the Be houses opened and a
man ran down the steps. '
At sight of him Jean flushed, then
paled, but her manner was quite collected as she gave Mr. Howard Carruthers a polite bow. To her surprise
he stopped at her side and asked in
a courteous, unemotional tone: "May
I have just a word or two with you?"
As Jean inclined her head he took
d

-

house in which she lived, where he
left her.
In spite of her efforts to appear demure, Jean's eyes would dance as she
opened the door of her apartment to
admit Howard that evening.
"There must be some mistake,"
that gentleman said in a perplexed
tone. "Surely this is where Miss
Daintry lives."
Jean bade him be seated and took
a chair herself,
Then Jean tnlrl him
i, i
ha
story. "And oh, how I hated you when
Mr. Blake said you had laughed and
the nerRon whn h
cakes your sweetheart," she cried;
"but when I found out the truth that
all the time your heart had been full
oi Kinnness towards that poor lady,
and all the acts I had misjudged had
been plans to help her, then lT
"Thon ,r
jyu wuat, jeaii, uear :
A moment Jean hesitated before her
eyes gazed into his almost un waver- -

-

J,.

'
uod bless Miss Daintry," she said,

ingly..

softly.
"And God bless the janitor, too,"
added Mr. Howard Carruthers.
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of New Mexico.
County of Santa Fe. ss.
B fore the district judge of 'It-- district court of Santa Fe county, New
Mexico.
Condemnation By Irrigation Company.
WANTED Good woman cook. Capt
.
In the matter of the petition of the'
Bi
ijks.
Fe
Santa
Irrigation and Improvement
Company, a corporation existing unFOR RENT. On SVT.K i gooet
der the laws of New Mexico, vs. The
r
51
4
unknown owners, claimants and par- typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
Philadelphia
77
47
. :i7!t
Si. Louis
ties interested and the
7!
44
."5n and next of kin and the sucessuss
Leave orders for Auto at Postal
Brooklyn
33
8S
.273 and assigns of Sebastian de Varta.-- , Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
Boston
title or bavins;
American League.
deceased, claiming
Won. Lost. P. C. some interest in tli" south 10o
FOR SALE A seconc-'tiaiisteam
.OH! more or less, of the SK
45
82
Detroit
of Sec-- 1.', boiler in
good condition. It will be
16
9
T
4S
R
78
IS
Sec.
K,
.01!)
N,
the
and
west
Philadelphia
,r
half of west half of Sec. 17. lying in disposed of at very low vr'.T.
54
74
.57
Boston
to the New M 'xd.c Printing Com.
fi
!7
63
.515 the De Vargas Grant in township
Cleveland
pany.
63
03
.500 north, range 10. east, all in Santa Fe
Chicago
6S
57
.456 county, New Mexico.
Xe wYork
WANTED Information about Wil-l;a52
72
.410
St. Louis
Notice.
S. Allen. When last heard of
93
33
.262
To the unknown owneis, claimants
Washington
Western League.
and parties interested in, and to the he was in the employ of a telephone
Won. Lost. P.C. unknown heirs-at-laand next of kin company working near Pomona, Calif.,
77
4'.)
.611 and the successors and assigns of Se- . lid about two years ago. He is of
Sioux City . .
74
49
.602 bastian de Vargas,
l")eS Moines ,
who c!:irk complexion, six feet toll, forty- deceased,
68
56
.540 have or claim any interest of. in and five years of age, thumb, off on right
A large amount of money
63
.512 to those certain pieces and parcels of hand.
60
59 ' 63
. 4S4
land bounded and described as fol- - awaits him. Address First National
Denver
Bank of Windom, Minnesota.
.472 lows :
66
59
Wichita
73
51
.411
The southeast quarter of section 12.
SO
45
.360
township 16 north, range 9 east, in in the forenoon at the district court
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
said county of Santa Fe, Territory of room in the Capitol building in the
National League.
New Mexico, lying south of the Agua city of Santa Fe, county of Santa Fe,
Fria road and which is described by Territory of New Mexico, and you and
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Boston at New Yrork.
metes and bounds as follows: Bcgin- - each of you are hereby reniiired to
Chicago at Pittsburg.
ning at the southeast corner of said; then and there appear if you see fit,
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Sec. 12, thence west along the southland at said meeting, or some adjourn'
American League.
line of said Sec. 12 to the half sec-- j men t thereof, present such evidence
Cleveland at Detroit.
tion line thereof a distance of 40- as you may he advised js
necessary
Boston at. Washington.
chains, more or less; thence north tending to establish the value of said
New York at Philadelphia.
along the half section line of said! lands and such other matters that
12 to the center of the Agua cidentally may
Western League.
pertain thereto and
Fria road aforesaid a distance of 24, in the manner as required by law.
Denver at Omaha.
and
chains, more or less,,' You are hereby further notified that
Pueblo at Des Moines.
thence along the nieanderings of the! the court, by an order entered at
Topeka at Lincoln.
center of said Agua Fria road in an land after the filing of said petition,
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
American League.
easterly direction to the intersection appointed .mini W. Mayes, Esq. as'
Detroit 9; St. Louis 8. Second of the center line of the said Agua! the attorney and aeent 'of 'you each
Fria road with the east line of said and all of you who shall not. appear
game Detroit 7; St. Louis 1.
Cleveland 5; Chicago 2. Second Sec. 12; thence south along the east) at said first meeting at the time and
line of said Sec. 12 to the place of be-- j place aforesaid, who shall act as
game Cleveland 3; Chicago 5.
your
Second
9.
York
New
Boston 10;
ginning a distance of 18 and
attorney and represent vour interests
or
Sec.
in
more
12, m the manner as provided
chains,
less, all
hv th
game New York 9: Boston 6.
Washington 2; Philadelphia 8. Sec- T. 16 N, R. 9 east, in Santa Fe coun- statutes of the Territory of New
ond game Philadelphia 6; Washing- ty, New Mexico; also all that part of Mexico, and you and each of you will
See. IS and all that part of the west take due notice of any and all pro- ton 5.
half of the west half of Sec. 17 com- ceedings had in pursuance of said pe
Western League.
prised and lying within the Sebas- tition and orders and the appointment
Sioux City 9; Wichita 0.
tian de. Vargas Grant, sometimes of said commissioners.
Pacific Coast League.
2. known and referred to as "The Arroyo
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico on
San Francisco 1 ; Sacramento
nuimu uiain hi oam
D 1909
San Francisco 5; Sacramento 0.
wimif, me -- na nav of September
Vernon 2; Portland 5. Second game. all being in T. 16 N., R. 10 East in SANTA FE IRRIGATION' Avn Tr'
said Santa Fe county, New Mexico.
PROVEMEXT COMPANY.
Portland 10; Vernon 0.
You and each of you are hereby! By G. F. FLICK,
American Association.
President.
Minneapolis 8: Milwaukee 2. Sec notified that pursuant to the statutes Attest:
U. S.
D. J. SPLANE,
ond same Milwaukee 0; Minneapolis of the Territory of New Mexico, ImSecretary.
Fe
Santa
and
A.,
the
Irrigation
(Seal)
II.
a
corporation
Company,
Above notice approved:
Paul postponed, rain provement
Kansas City-St- .
Second existing under the laws of the Ter?
Columbus S.
Tniedr
JOHN R. M'FIE,
ritory of New Mexico as an irrigaJudge of Said District Court
game Toledo 7; Columbus 3.
tion company and having the power
Indianapolis 3; Louisville 2. Sec-acondemnation of lands
ond game Indianapolis 7; Louisville and right of
for a Sprained Ankle.
for its purposes and uses, has pre- o
A snrained anl.-l.
i
mnv he.
sented its petition to the Honorable! about one.thjrd
John R.McFie, Distr.ct Judge, in and, quired
ChaTerLn',
j
A Traveling Man's Experience.
for the Flistrirt Court of the county Pain Balm
.
.
an
on
freely, and givin? it ab
I must tell you my experience
Tpr,,tm,v nf
solute rest. For sale by all druggists.
O. R. & N R. R. train from, Mex,
de- whereln the foregoing
Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore." writes scribed pieces and parcels of land are
The New Mexican can do printing
Sam A. Garber, a well known travel- - situate, praying that an order of conto that done in any of the large
equal
ing man. "I was in the smoking
demnation and appropriation for the cities. Our
solicitor, every piece of
some
other
with
traveling uses and benefit of said Santa Fe Irripartment
we turn out.
Try our stock
men when one of them went out into gation and Improvement Company of work
once and you will certainly
come-again- .
j the
back
came
and
said,
coach and
the said lands described as follows:
We
have
all
the
facilities
for
There is a woman sick unto death in The southeast quarter of Sec. 12,
out
the car.' I at once got up and went township 16 north, range 9 east in turning one every class of work, inof the best binderies' in
out, found her very ill with cramp said county of Santa Fe, Territory of cluding
the west.
were
arms
drawn
New Mexico, lying south of the Agua
colic, her hands and
Up so you could not straighten them, Fria road and which is described by
and with a death like look on her face. metes and bounds as follows: BeCLAS
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corner of
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m,
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WORK
half
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Sec.
the
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bottle
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case
and
got
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my suit
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar - section line thereof a distance of 40
Send Your laundry to tbe
rhoea Remedy (I never travel without chains, more or less; thence north
of said
a
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half
line
the
'along
water
to
tank,
ran
the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
put
it),
double dose of the medicine in the Sec. 12 to the center of the Agua Fria
at Albuquerque.
a distance of 24 and
glass, poured some water into it and road aforesaid more
Basket
leaves
or less; thence
cnams,
Tuesday,
stirred it with a pencil; then I had
of the center; Keturns b nday
the
meanderings
to
along
ladies
to
the
time
a
get
letj
quite
me give it to her, but I succeeded. I of said Agua Fria road in an easterly AGENCY for anta Fe at Kerr
could at once see the effect and I j direction to tne intersection ot m. Barber Soop;
it f v. h nIP
Ull
- LIJ
JllJtJ 1,1.
unuums uci
uouuo, IX11LC1
worKeuJ wun l.iiei, L..V.Winw
'
W. H. KERR,
Phone No 122
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pave her an- with the east line of said Sec. 12:
of
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line
the
south
thence
along
Marmerer.
alRed
were
we
other dose. By this time
12 to the place of begin-callemost into Le Grande, where I was tosal(1 sect'onf
of 18 and
v,
t r
ha wti in ning a
or
all in section 12,
more
chains
less,
the husband to be used in case another
sn
"
Ib
dose should be needed, but by the time
t
Co.
J
T
fhrt
fiC train wn intn 4Vo firartfeV fihf was all that
and all
IS
Section
of
part
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I
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all right. and I received the thanks
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wesi ua11.01 Lue
in the car" For inai parc
of
17
and &
Section
comPrised
of
half
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Lessees of theGreat SALT LAKE)
,lv
' ""
"'"6"""'
ing within the Sebastian de Vargas
Grant, sometimes known and referred
DRINK DRIVES
to as "The Arroyo Hondo de Vargas
NearE$lancia,
MAN TO SUICIDE. Grant in Santa Fe County," all being
in township 16 north, range 10 east,!
Writes Note Warning Young Men to in said county of Santa Fe in the Ter- Let ntoxicants and Narcotics
ritory of New Mexico; and that upon
Alone.
the filing of said petition and upon
flDenver, Colo., Sept. 7. Mystery the reading and hearing of said pet.Constantly on Hand a Supply of
mv cause iui me uiciuc au tiuii 111c win t culcjcu au uiuci ui
j v'OUUo
CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT
the Democratic clug of Fred R. Kep - condemnation and appropriation and
three commis-plentley, 27 years old, despite the fact that thereupon appointed
Kepley left a note advising all young sioners, who were disinterested per- For Prices and Terms Address"
men against the use of liquor and nar- - j sons and citizens of the Territory of
cotics, and also a list of small per-- : New Mexico, as required by law,
NEW MEXICO SALT COMPANY
debts. Kepley was a stenogra-- ' wit: Frank Owen, Chas. E. Michael
Kstuncia X, M.
and
F.
and
to
state
Stevens
of
the
land
offices
in
the
Henry
appraise
pher
fix
the value of the several pieces and
board at the capitol and former atta-- !
che of Mayor Speer's office at the parcels of land above described in
i
the manner required by law, and that
city hall.
the court fixed the date of the first
Tickline or rfrv Couehs will nuicklv hearing and meeting and organization
JULIUS MEYEKS. President.
oosen wnen using Dr. Shoop's Cough ' of said commissioners and the day
FRE I) FORNOFF, Vlee-- resident.
for
of
the
each
appearance
you and
Ancj it js s0 thoroughly
Remedy.
SCOTT. Secretary.
EARL
ou
OI
ou
aav
Ine
6in
septenmer,
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells moth A' D- 1909
of
ten
o'clock
atthe iour
ers to use nothing else, even to very
younS bab,es- - Tne wholesome, green 1
of ,a Iung:
eaves and tender ste
j
V.
41 A
MA AMnAfvAA
n M
A
hMl,
AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,
uetuiiig uiuuuiainuus buiuu give cue
curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
historic surroundings, delightful cliCough Remedy. It calms the cough,
mate, magnificent scenery, fine fishand heals the sensitive bronchial
ing,
hunting, horseback riding, etc.
membranes. No opium, no chloroform,
Good
eating, comfortable quarters.
nothing harsh used to injure or suppositively not received.
Consumptives
HeiiCD
Demand Dr. Shoop's Accept
j press.
Valley Barch.
miles from Glorieta, where all
Eight
no other. Sold by Stripling Burrows
t
S,anta Fe trains stop.
Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.
Co.
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One's Life In One's Own Hands.
A sound body is tbe fruit of sun .
shine, fresh air, curbed appetite, and
of exercise. It is but the re- sultant from the dictates of reason, a
compliance with the laws of God and
nature. From which it follows that
men's lives for the most part are in
their own hands. They can make
them sunny and serene, useful and
successful, or they can wreck the
craft of life on the rocks of dissipa
tion and wrong doing and go down
beneath the waves of Lethe, leaving
the world no better than they found
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Galveston's Rapid Advancement.
Galvesfon has not onlv disnlaced all
but' one of her American competitors
in the volume and the value of her
foreign commerce, thereby relegating
Boston to the fourth place in the column, but was the only port in the
United States to show a gain in her
exports and imports during 1908, all
the. others, including New York, suf- fering declines, as compared with th
business of 1907.
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the greater portion of the afternoon
being the only child living. The re- CENSUS EXAMINATION
IN NEW MEXICO. together, but all that could be learned
mainder of the estate consisting of
MINOR GITY TOPICS certain real estate and some personal
was that a new fast mail train probab(Continued from Page One.)
willed ausolutely, in fee
propery-o- a
ly would be put on within a month.
After the conference Xicholson adsimple to the widow, Mrs. Mary Malt-bment departments or by certification mitted for publication that his comVictory.
7.
Denver, Colo., Sept.
service commission.
pany was considering a new train
Read Elected Assistant Cashier
Weather forecast for Xew X
The conditions governing the
which would make a material cut in
a
At
of
directboard
of
the
tomeeting
X
Local showers
Mexico:
of the civil the
the
register
existing
present running time of sixty
ors of the First National Bank today
night or Wednesday with sta-mal application and the special test hours between Kansas City and. Los
B.
was
elected
assistant
James
Real
X
tionary temperature.
that the appli- Angeles.
examination
cashier to succeed H. H. Brodhead re- cants must berequire
citizens of lae United
The entire southern California mail
A complete line of school books and signed.
States, between the ages of 18 and 50 is involved in the move, and this is
All Trains on Santa Fe West of Al years, except
school supplies at Weltmer's.
entitled to
persons
to bring about $1,250,000 annual
Tularosa Will Have Jail The board buquerque Tied Up Trains Xos. 4j preference under Section 1754 of the said
of county commissioners of Otero and 2 on. the Santa Fe trom the west Revised Statutes may be examined revenue to the railroads. The Santa
Fe and the Rock Island, in connection
county has awarded to Joel Xailor the have been indefinitely annulled on ac-- I without regard to age, and except
contract to build a new jail at Tula- count of a mile or more of track being boys over 10 and under 18 years of with the Southern Pacific, now divide
this business about equally.
rosa for
washed out between Bluewater and age, who, if passed, will be eligible
The bulk of this mail comes from
Will
Meet
of
east
are
the
Toltec. The trains from
Pyhtias
Knights
for appointment as messenger boys
the
St. Louis gateway by tne trains of
Santa Fe lodge K. of P.. has been re- being held at Albuquerque until a tem- only.
the
Missouri Pacific. The re weighing
comwith
as
is
August Reingardt
Exclusions from examination
only
organized
porary track can be built. This
for all the territory west of
period
and a meeting one of a series of disasters that has prise persons who are habitually adthe
Missouri
river and west of St.
or
is to be held this evening.
demoralized traffic west of Albuquer- dicted to the use of intoxicants
Paul
next
begins
February, and on
Realized Neat Sum The Cathedral que the past few weeks.
guilty of infamous or notoriously dis- this account
road in that terrievery
Guild realized $120 by the concert last
DAILY WEATHER
REPORT.
graceful conduct, or who are physicis greatly agitated regarding the
tory
Exweek for the benefit of the improveor
71
mentally disqualified.
Maximum temperature
degrees ally
ments to lie made at Rosario Ceme: at. 3:20 p. m. Minimum temperature cluded also, are persons affected as disppsition of the mails for the four-yeperiod following the 105 days
tery.
SO degrees at 3 a. m.
Mean tempera-- ' fellows: Insanity, tuberculosis, paralycf
by the government.
reweighing
New Mexico Bankers' Association
both
of
ture 0! degrees. Departure irom nor-- ; sis, epilepsy, blindness, loss
Formerly the Santa Fe carried the
The Xew Mexico Banker's Associa-tio- mal plus 1 degree. Relative humidity! arms or legs, loss of arm and leg,
bluk of the southern California mail,
will meet in Santa Fe on Sepat fi a. m. 94 per cent. Relative hum-- ) badly crippled hands, arms, feet or
tember 13 and 30 in second annual klity at 6 p. m. 54 per cent. Relative legs, heart disease, locomotor ataxia, but several years ago the Missouri
session. The program will be pub- Minr.iirlifcv nrw'flp for the (?flV. 74 npr cancer, Briglu's disease, and diabetes. Pacific put on a fast train which captured the mail out of St. Louis, and
lished later.
cent. Lowest
temperature during Deaf mutes will be admitted to the the
Rock Island put on its Golden
Two Deaths at Albuquerque
are
names
if
their
last night 53 degrees. Precipitation examination, and,
Jeffries, aged 20 years, died yes- for the 24 hours ending at 0 a. m. reached on the register, will be of- State Limited, which left Kansas City
terday at Albuquerque of typhoid fev- today 0.14 of an inch. Temperature fered employment wherever that just after the arrival of the eastern
mails. At that time the Santa Fe was
er. Mrs. Mary Godd, aged 79 years, at 6 a. m.
action is possible.
today 53 degrees.
for the past 20 years a resident of
Other physical defects may debar not in a position to change its schedAlbuquerque, died yesterday,
PEARY FIRST TO
if the commission so decides.
Each ule to wait for the mails, and permitInfant Dies This morning at five
REACH POLE. applicant must furnish a medical cer- ted the Rock Island to take some of
old infant of Jaco'clock the
tificate as set. forth in the application the tonnage away from it
ob Gabriel, born last Friday, was
It is understood that the Rock Island
(Continued From Page One.)
form, and, if appointed, may be subclaimed by death. The baby was
the Southern Pacific, whose route
and
a
when
to
jected
physical examination
buried this afternoon at two o'clock, Indian Harbor where Commander he reports for duty. Appointments is by the way of El Paso, have served
interment being at Fairview.
Peary can reach a telegraph line by will be made from the eligible list notice on the Santa Fe that whatever
License This morning which to tell the world the story in the order of
Marriage
rating, in accordance action the latter takes will be offset by
the probate clerk George Armijo of his dash to the pole. The Roos- with the law of civil service appor- them. In order to capture the mail
granted a marriage license to Fred evelt was due at Chateau Bay this tionment. Only one person can be which the Rock Island and the SouthClokey and Perfilia Garcia, aged 26 morning barring accident, and when appointed from one family.. It is an- ern Pacific now carry, the Santa Fe
Both are resi Peary reaches there, he probably will nounced
and 20, respectively.
must, its officials admit, offer the govthat few, if any, of the
dents of Glorieta.
send a confirmation of his first mess-- '
will be ernment better service in the way of
appointments
emergency'
Special Meeting of Woman's Board age giving the results of his trip, made, and none will be necessary be- facilitated mail delivery. In order to
of Trade A special meeting of the telling the first time how he achieved fore
do this a slice must be made in the
April, 1910.
Woman's Board of Trade will be held the goal which has been his ambition
running time, and no matter what this
will
one
of
examination
kind
Only
on Thursday morning at 10:30 o'clock. for so many years.
slice may be, the other roads insist
the
be
for
force,
temporary
given
All members are requested to be presIndian Harbor is connected with and it will consist of the following that they are in position to meet it.
ent. Business of importance. Mrs. the rest of the world
Both systems are in splendid phyonly by wire- subjects and weights:
S. Spitz, president.
sical
less telegraph.
diffcondition, and the struggle, if it
of
words
average
Spelling (20
Board of Trade Meeting The Board
arithme- is engaged in, will not he child's play.
common
that
in
York
10;
A
Xew
iculty
use),
stating
dispatch
of Trade meeting on Friday evening
Statstics show that the railroads
to her a tic (consisting of vertical and cross
will be addressed by Hon. B. M. Read Rudolph Francke brought
which have fast through mail trains
a
and
which
simple
at
addition,
husband
from
her
percentages,
Etah,
on the subject of "Necessity of Law diary
in tabulation),- - 20; letter obtain approximately $20,000,000 of the
Revision."
Several important topics Mrs. Cook transscribed and which exercise
hus
letter of not less than 125 $45,000,000 which the government anthe
(a
toward
far
writing
proving
will come up at the meeting for dis- would go
of the words on some subject of general in- nually pays the railroads for the transto
the
band's
claim
discovery
cussion and action.
This fact acex- terest; competitors may select either portation of the mails.
Filed Lien for Million Dollars The pole, is denied by the wife of the
counts largely for the enagerness
mere- of two subjects given), 20; penmanFrancke
said
Cook
Mrs.
plorer.
Dominion Construction Company has
of the competi- which the railroads sometimes display
filed a lien of $1,000,000 for the work ly brought Cook's trunk from Etah ship (the handwriting
in the subject of copying from in the establishment of through fast
tor
contents.
of
its
she
knew
and
connothing
it has done in grading and partly
considered with mil routes.
Eastern She said she had made no arrange- plain copy will be
structing the Albuquerque
to the elements of
reference
is
and
special
husband
her
ments
for
Commeeting
line for the Xew Mexico Central
NEW MEXICO HEIRESS WEDS.
undecided as to when she would leave legibility, rapidity, neatness, general
pany to the Hagan coal fields.
from
15; copying
etc.),
appearance,
Portland.
Aztlan Chapter Rose Croix A specLos Angeles, Cal., Sept. 7. Believplain copy (a simple test in copying
Mrs. Cook Congratulates Peary.
ial convocation of Aztland Chapter
hand- ing an elaborate wedding ceremony,
the
in
competitor's
accurately
F.
7.
Mrs.
Rose Croix, A. A. Si R., will be held
Portland, Maine, Sept.
writing a few printed lines, including with all its previous and after funcin the Masonic Temple tomorrow A. Cook, whose husband's claim to tabular
matter), 15; time (consumed tions, entirely superfluous, J. Clarence
anteevening to confer the fifteen and eigh- have discovered the north pole
iin examination), 20.
Dolan of this city and Miss Margarite
teenth decrees. All Scottish Rite Ma- dates that of Peary commented today
for this examination is Clark, daughter of Anthony Clark of
time
The
reachon the reports of Peary having
sons are urged to take notice.
4
hours, and in rating it a credit Deming, Luna county, N. M., one of
Medal Contest
Friday Night On ed the goal.
of 70 will be given those who finish the foremost business men in New
next Friday evening the W. C. T. U.
Mrs. Cook said: "If Commander inside the time limit. Other minor
stole a march on their friends,
will hold its big medal contest which Peary discovered the pole as I am credits are described in the circular. Mexico,
were
and
secretly married at 5 o'clock
is to be the last contest preceding sure my husband has, I heartily conthe examination', yesterday morning at St.' Vincent's
Upon completing
the grand gold medal contest. The gratulate him."
competitors will be given an optional church. Their wedding had been planparticipants are diligently preparing
Public Opinion With Peary.
test in typewriting, consisting of an ned for October 20.
for the occasion and promise to afon exercise in tabulation.
7. Commenting
The intention
Sept.
Munich,
The couple called in the aid of the
ford the public a very entertaining at- the remarkable coincidence arising to submit to the latter examination
Rev. Joseph S. Glass, who arranged
traction.
i
from the presence at' the north pole mus be stated in the application, and matters so that
calling the bans was
Trains Delayed The rains of the both of Peary and Cook, the Zeitung the
must bring his own typeapplicant
with.
dispensed
havoc
with
past few days have played
today says: "Peary and Cook are writer to the examination room.
The young couple assured their famrailroad time tables. All trains Into known to be strong ricals and their Those rated at 70 or more will be
on Friday evening that they were
ilies
off
schedwere
Santa Fe last evening
will doubtless lead to a made eligible.
questions
to Long Beach to visit two of
going
ule. Train No. 8, from the west, on severe scientific quarrel in which pubAs a result of the examination out- the sisters of the bride.
did
the Stanta Fe, due last evening
lic opinion probably will support lined above 5 registers of eligibles
Instead of following this plan, they
not arrive at all and is expected along Peary.
will be prepared, and on each regis- went to the Alexandria
and left
soime time today.
ter the names of the successful com- word to be called at 4 inhotel,
Left Indian Harbor Today.
the
morning.
in
order
Marthe
Issued
will be arranged
Licenses
Marriage
The earliness of the hour and the
St. Johns, X. F., Sept. 7 The petitors
riage licenses were issued at Albu- Peary steamer, Roosevelt, left Indian of rating. The general register will youth and different names of the
18
of
and
age
years
querque to W. S. Thompson and Miss Harbor, Labrador, today. It will contain those of
gave rise to a suspicion in the
Florence Williams of Venus, south- touch at Battle Harbor whicu port it over who pass. From this, another party,
mind of the clerk, who communicated
all
of
names
ern Santa Fe county; Carlotta Lopez
will not reach before tomor-- i will be made up of the
this suspicion to a friend of the young
who have had previous experience in
and Justo Garcia of Bernalillo county, probably
row.
people
yesterday morning. It was then
tabuAricard
and Guy B. Xaill of Seligman,
operating card punching,
too late to stop the wedding.
in
machines
or
card
sorting
zona, and Miss Catherine E. Monier,
lating,
MAGNIFICENT STRUCTURE
census work. The third register will
of Champaign, Illinois.
FOR SANITARIUM.
show those who make an average of
Telegraph Wires Down Early yes70 in the test in typewriter tabulacommuniterday afternoon, telegraph
of New Building to Be Great- tion.
Capacity
The fourth will contain the
cation with northern New Mexico and
MONEYS AND METALS.
ly Increased at Once Fine
of those male eligibles who are
names
"
storms
and
was
terminated by
Denver
New York, Sejt. 7. Prime mercanConcert Next Week.
to
messengers,
watchmen,
be
willing
washouts, which incidentally swept
4
and unskilled tile paper 4
assistant messengers,
Sterling each
away the Rock Island bridge over the
It will he pleasing news to Santa Fe laborers. The last will contain the steady, actual business bankers bills
Canadian washed out roads and play- that Dr. John H. Sloan brought back
names of boys over 16 and under 18 at $4.8510 for sixty day bills and
ed havoc in general. In consequence with him from Cincinnati the permis-isio;
years of age eligible as messenger at $4.86; 55 for demand.
of the wire trouble, the New Mexican
of the Mother House of the Sis- boys. Separate registers for men and
New York, Sept. 7. Copper, stand- was without Associated Press report ters of Charity, to proceed at once women will be maintained. Persons ard spot,
$12.4012.60; Oct. $12.60
until late and the service is consider with the construction of a wing to the
to become enumerators, su- 12.70; lead, steady, $4.304.40; si)- desiring
ably curtailed.
fine new hospital and sanitarium now pervisors' clerks, or interpreters, ver, 51
Mexican dollars 44.
End of Rainy Season Not Yet in nearing the roof, the third story being should
to the supervisor of the
LARD AND RIBS.
apply
GRAIN,
PORK,
Sight The weather bureau predicts completed, and thus doubling the fa- district in which employment is
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7. Wheat Sept. V
structure. sought. The special agents' examina-- , 98
showers for tonisht and tomorrow. If cilities of the magnificent
May 97
these showers had come in May and In accordance with this permission, tion details will be announced later.
Corn Sept. 661-8- ; Dec. 57
May
June what a blessing they would have the ground was cleared this morning,
59.
tern
will
maximum
which
ntirf hroken for the wing
been. Yesterday the
KEEN COMPETITION FOR
Oats Sept. 38
Dec. 37
May
'
WESTERN MAIL CONTRACTS. 40
perature was 71 degrees and the min- enclose the third side of the Placita
The
53
south
east
and
imum last night was
degrees.
already closed on the
Lard Sept. $12.32
Oct $12.30;
precipitation yesterday was .14 of an side by the present buildings.
Chicago, Sept. 7. The management Nov. $11.87
de6
at
inch and the relative humidity
Some aid is expected from the iocal of the Santa Fe railroad has about
WOOL MARKET.
p. m. was 54 per cent.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 7. Wool,
nnblic. for the benefits of this great cided to put into operation a new fast
almail and express train to run between steady; territory and western mediThe very first question a stranger institution are primarily local
asks on entering a city, is: "Can you though also serving humanity in gen- Kansas City and Los Angeles, with a ums, 2328; fine mediums,
2223;
' tell me a
Miss Claude view to capturing the bulk of the fine, 1319.
good place in which I can eral. On September-14mail.
California
LIVE STOCK.
stop?" To the readers of this paper, Albright, a singer of international southern
'
This adds another speed war to that
Kansas City, Mo., Sept.
visiting Denver, we can conscientiosly fame, who claims her home In Newj
suggest the Albany because it is Mexico and of whom this common- recently declared hy the Hill roads in Receipts, 19,000; market steady to 10
right in the center of the business dis- wealth is very proud, will give a con- -' the mail, express and passenger traffic cents lower. Native steers $4.75
trict, all car lines are in close prox-- i cert in the Elks' theatre, the proceeds to the Pacific, affecting a different ter- 6.80; native cows and heifers $2.00
imity to it, and the greatest reason of of which are to go toward the build- ritory between the east and Califor- 5.50; stockers and feeders $2.805.75;
bulls $2.603.65; calves $3.758.00;
all is that you get more for your ing fund for the new sanitarium. Miss nia.
'
The intention became known in western steers $3.756.75;
money at THE ALBANY than at any Bean, the violin player, of this city,
western
other hotel.
will assist in the concert which will western railway circles yesterday, and cows $2.754.75.
FHe Victory's Will The last will be the grandest musical treat Santa caused great excitement. A confer- j Hogs
Receipts, 12,000; market
and testament of John P. Victory, de- Fe has had for years. Tickets will ence of competing lines was called, strong. Bulk of. sales $7.8!8.15;
E- O.
heavy $8.008.20; packers and butchceased, has been filed in the probate he sold at fl.00 a piece and for boxes and after long discussion. assistant traffic director for ers $7.958.20; .light $7.808.15;
court and will be presented before at $1.50 a piece. They will be placed
Judge Victor Ortega who holds ses- on sale In the near future and it is the Harriman lines, was delegated to pigs $5.5007.25.
sion of court this afternoon. The doc- expected rlghtfuly that the theatre find out what plana the Santa Fe had
Sheep
Receipts, 7,000; market
ument bequeats one dollar to each will be crowded on the occasion which in mind.- - ...
steady to weak. Muttons $4.505.25;
McCormlck and G. T. Nicholson, lambs $6.007.25; range wethers
of his three children, Vincent, Alma will be made a musical and social
$4
'
of the Santa Fe. spent
Dolores and Thornton M the latter event of first magnitude.
5.55; range ewes $3.504.50.
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Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2 1 2 pet cent in addition to our low prices.
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F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

Phone No. 4

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs J: all kinds
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CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.
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120 San Francisco St.
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Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

WHOLESALE

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal
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AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton
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FOR FIVE CENTS
All

Ladies who visit the store will receive a free spuvenire
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
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